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Partners’ Panorama

he staff will have learnt recently of the
decision to make the Glasgow office into
a separate Scottish Company and Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland) will
start life officially on August 1st.
The Glasgow firm will operate as a separate
firm, with Roy Hodgen as Managing Director
in a very similar way to the offices which have
been in existence for many years in Africa and
the Far East. This step does not mean that we
wish to weaken the relationship between Glasgow
and London. On the contrary we hope that it
will lead to closer liaison in the future.
Our Glasgow office was first opened in 1960,
and Staff Services tell me that there are now only
some 50 to 60 people on the staff who were with
us at the time that this office was opened, and
it would probably be of general interest to recall
some of the events and circumstances which led
to its formation.
in the latter part of the l950s Britain was still
recovering from the effects of the war. Traffic was
beginning to increase and a modest start had been
made on a rural motorway programme, but
little or no thought had been given to traffic and
transportation.
For anyone with a knowledge of developments
on the other side of the Atlantic it was not
difficult to foresee the trends which were likely
to take place in the United Kingdom. As the
firm had no one with any experience or training
in traffic we decided it was high tinie that we
selected one of our staff for such training. This
was easier said than done as none of our staff
knew anything about traffic or at that time
showed any great interest in this subject. However,
we eventually persuaded Roy Hodgen to under
take a years post graduate study in traffic and
transportation, and in September, 1959 he
departed for the States and spent a year at Yale
University at the Yale Bureau of Highway
Traffic.

The developments we had forseen took place
earlier than we had anticipated and before the
return of Roy Hodgen from Yale the Glasgow
Corporation approached us for advice con
cerning the redevelopment of Glasgow and
their proposals for the Glasgow Inner Ring Road.
It can be appreciated that at this time we were not
well equipped to give advice on these far-reaching
proposals. We decided, therefore, that it would
be in our clienfs and in our own interest to ask
Tom Fratar a partner of Tippetts-Abbett
McCarthy-Stratton of New York to work with
us. Torn Fratar had experience of urban road
development in Cleveland and other American
Cities, and is an acknowledged expert in traffic
and transportation and an association was
formed with his firm which lasted over ten years.
We are particularly grateful for the advice and
assistance which he and his firm have given
us.
We found our client to be far sighted and eager
to redevelop large areas of Glasgow. In the
early planning stages we worked closely with
Ronald Nicoll and Robert Mansley of the
Department of Architecture and Planning and
Charles Murdoch, the Town Clerk Depute. The
work was coordinated by Baillie Taylor, the
Convenor of the Planning Committee who
proved to be an able leader. The Corporation
also asked us to join a Working Party consisting
of Lord Holford, the late Professor Robertson,
Professor of Industrial Economics of Glasgow
University and Mr. Mclndoe, Surveyor and
Planner. Lord Holford’s task was to ensure that
the new urban motorways fitted in with and
became an integral part of the city and those
who have seen the completed sections of the
systeni will, I think agree that he has been most
successful.
It would be possible to continue to write almost
indefinitely on the work in Glasgow, but in the
time available I can only summarise our work.
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The initial traffic surveys were followed by a
comprehensive Transportation Survey which
in turn led to proposals for urban motorways
and improvements to the public transport
system at an estimated cost of some £400 million.
It is hoped to implement these proposals in the
next 25 years.
We are now engaged with other consulting
engineers in implementing the first stage of the
highway plan which provides for an urban
motorway from the new Erskine Bridge on the
west of the City to the London and Edinburgh
Roads on the east. The design and construction
stage has brought us in contact with Mr. Armour,
the City Engineer, his deputy, Mr. Grieg and
Mr. Colquhoun, the Town Clerk Depute for
Highways and it has always been a pleasure to
work with these officials of the Corporation.
Although we have been most fortunate in
finding such a cooperative group of people in
Glasgow, the work has not been easy and there
have been many difficulties and problems to
overcome and I would like to conclude my
partners’ panorama with the description of an
incident which took place during the initial
planning work and which illustrated the type of
thinking which was then prevalent.

As part of the inner ring road it was necessary
to plan an elaborate interchange in the Townhead
area. This involved the usual loops, overpasses
and underpasses. In the early sixties nothing
of this type had been envisaged for British cities
and we, therefore, constructed a model of the
interchange. This was exhibited at the Civils
Conversazione
and
attracted considerable
interest. One elderly engineer spent some
appreciable time viewing the model from all
angles and eventually as he left he was heard to
say “it will never be built”. This remark produced
an immediate and lasting effect on those who
heard it and I am glad to say that today you can
see the first stage of this interchange in operation
in Glasgow carrying many thousands of vehicles
per day. The fact that it has been possible to
plan and implement these proposals says much
for the team of engineers which we have had in
Glasgow and for the officials with whom they
have worked. They have been able to convince
the authorities that these proposals are practical
and economic at a time when no work of this
type or magnitude had been attempted in the
United Kingdom.
H. G.
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71006

Kota Kinabalu—Strengthening of
runway
Makullah Naval Base, Muscat—Building
and other works
Prestatyn Surface Water Sewerage
Stage 11
New Hospital at Fulham—Animal
House
Dutch Church, Austin Friars—Lift
Shaft
Biibao—Damaged Beams
1CI Fibres Ltd., Doncaster—Propane
Gas Tank Farm
Dunstable Industrial Estate
Singapore—Orchard Road
Development
Vauxhall—Office Redevelopment
Porthcawl Harbour—Proposed Marina
Singapore—Caterpillar Tractor
Company
Zwartkop Location (Nkwalihi Area)—
Edendale—Culverts

71014
71016
71017
71022
71025
71029
71030
71036
71038
71040
71048
71050

Allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue

70123
70125
70126
70127
70128
70131
70133
70138
70139

Bearsden Shopping Centre—Public
enquiry
AlO—Computing
Tenter House, Moorfields
1, Cornwall Terrace
Kisumu Airfield, Kenya
Nanyuki Airfield, Kenya
Muscat—New Palace—Site Investigation
Liverpool Outer Ring Road—Netherston
Ince Clundell Computing Services
Motherwell C.D.A. Enquiry
Medway College of Technology—Fort
Pitt—Extensions

70140
70141
70146
70149
70151

70153
70154
71005

Medway College of Technology—Fort
Horsted—New Computer building
Playboy Club Conversion
ICI Fibres Ltd., Doncaster—New
Spinning Assembly Area
Whitehall Roads Sub-Study—-Riverbed
Routes Investigation
Eastwood Toll Planning Appeal
(Proposed Hotel at Fenwich Road)
Berry Road, Giffnock
Ayr Motorway (Stage 1)
19/21 Great Tower Street—Unit No. 7
Wallasey—Opposition to Ore Berth Bill

71059
71061

71062
71063
71064
71065
71067
71068
71071
71074
71084

71085

Merseyside P.T.E.—Opposition to Ore
Berth Bill
Burton Service Area—Extension to
Parking Area
Singapore—Orchard Square Develop
ment—Housing
Singapore—Orchard Square Develop
ment—Office Phase 3
Kota Kinabalu Mosque
Monrnouth County Offices—
Phase ha
Abbotsford Farm, llkestone, Derbyshire
Stafford—Car Park
Shell Tankers UK—Warehouse
Development—Foundations
Reabrook Avenue—Telford Way—
New Road Structures
Molendinar Burn—Site investigation
Basingstoke District Hospital—
Phase V Staff Accommodation
Stage 2
20-22 Russell Square

Editor’s Note
Readers of the Christmas 1970 edition of “Pontifact” will remember Steve Hobden’s article on his
familys exploits in the TV quiz “Ask the Family”. Although he carefully arranged to have the final
round of the contest screened on the same evening as the Firm’s dinner and dance, we were able to
establish that the 1-lobdens were beaten. They were, however, awarded the prize of a holiday cruise
to Norway, (see description on page 17) and we congratulate them on their achievement in reaching
the final.

Job Numbers
70122

71056

“Maybe it is the student ‘hols’
and your first day on site.
maybe
you
do
mistrust
President Pompidou and his
Republic
but I’m afraid
we’re still putting in French
drains!”
.

.

.
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Old Amathus
Queen’s Birthday Honours

City Tomb Excavations
by W. J. Pe’rris

• S. Dodd, who was awarded the OBE
in the Queen’s Birthday Honours for
his work as Resident Engineer-in-Chief
on the length of M6 Motorway opened last
October, has been associated with Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Partners on site supervision since
1957 and is the first person to receive such an
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L. S. Dodd, June 1967

award whilst in the service of one of our partner
ships. A graduate of Imperial College, his early
career was interrupted by five years active service
with the Royal Air Force. However, his employ
ment in the Public Works Department of Malaya,
which had begun just before the outbreak of

war, was resumed in 1947 and he remained in
Malaya for ten years, rising to Deputy State
Engineer.
Lance Dodd’s first job with the London Firm
was a brief appointment on the construction of
the Shell Centre before moving in 1958 to the
Ross Spur Motorway as Chief Resident Engineer,
where he acted for Herefordshire County Council
on the overall supervision of construction work
and for the Firm on bridges which we had de
signed. Then in the summer of 1961 came the
move as Chief Resident Engineer to the 10-mile
South Cheshire section of M6 which was the
first length of motorway completely designed and
supervised by the Firm and which started his
long association with M6. Although a few will
remember Lance from the days of Shell and Ross
Spur, it was not until the Cheshire job that he
became widely known in the Firm.
In early 1964 Lance transferred to Hong Kong
Partnership work and became Deputy Chief
Resident Engineer on the Plover Cove Water
Scheme with primary responsibility for the under
water darns on which the entire project hinged.
In 1967 he returned to become Resident Engineerin-Chief on the 36-mile Lancaster-Penrith length
of the M6. He is now once more in Hong-Kong
as Resident Engineer on Kwai Chung Container
Terminal Berths 2 and 3.
While on Lancaster-Penrith, Lance had overall
responsibility for the site supervision of work on
five major contracts totalling in value some £32
million and controlled by staffs which at peak
had a strength of 180. All who worked with him
on this outstanding job, and those who knew
him on past projects will join in offering warmest
congratulations on the honour bestowed on him
by Her Majesty, and will share his justifiable
pride in the recognition of all the effort and skill
that went into this unique scheme. Well done,
Lance!

On the 28th of January work was under
way levelling and excavating the site for
the construction of the new Amathus
Hotel which is on the seaward side of the main
road from Limassol to Nicosia, approximately
6 miles from Limassol towards Moni Power
Station.
This new Hotel when complete will be one of
the most modern and sophisticated built in the
Middle East, and was designed by American
Architects.
During one Lunch Time I called in on this site
to visit the ex General Foreman of the Contractor
of Moni Power Station (who was pirated away
for some unknown reason) and who is now
G/F of the Aniathus Contract.
I was fortunate enough to arrive at the moment
when the Contractors payloader was commen
cing to make an entry into one of the numerous
tombs which had been discovered during pre
liminary trial holes made for foundations. These

Entrance to Tomb of Kings, Amathus

tombs could cause considerable delay to the
progress of the Contract, since the Antiquity
Department of Cyprus had been informed and
were now taking an active interest.
A representative of the ADC had been present
during all working hours of the Contractor and
quite understandably was interested in the objects
which I later saw had been uncovered and
recovered from other tombs on site.
This particular tomb which they had just
started making access into by ramping down
approximately IS to 20 feet from existing ground
level, was open about 8 feet wide, 9 feet high by
10 feet deep and domed similar to a Beehive oven.
At the opposite end stood a large stone casket
about 8 feet long, 2 feet wide and 2 feet deep,
which the representative of the ADC said was a
coffin of some high official of about 2,400 years
ago. The roof of the tomb was arched only in
the material of the excavation itself, which had
disintegrated gradually over the years, and fallen
as dust to the floor of the tomb where it had
built up to about 18 inches high to cover the bulk
of the coffin inside. This had also happened to
objects lying throughout all the excavations to
the tombs. However, owing to the amount of
time, care and work needed throughout the site,
concessions apparently had been made (with the
constant presence of an official of the ADC) to
speed up operations by allowing the use of a
payloader to operate and push into the tombs
and scoop up a shovel at a time. It would then
back out and release the debris slowly from
approximately 6 feet high, where the official and
foreman and labourers stood by, pulling out
vases, ornaments, sections of inscribed columns,
alabaster ornaments etc. Those which landed on
soft soil were all intact but the majority unfor
tunately suffered and broke on impact. When
the payloader reached the rear of the tomb and
the coffin, the operator drove in and scooped up
the coffin at random causing the whole thing to
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collapse. However, this will be reassembled again,
according to the oflicial.
The bones of the skeleton inside obviously
were very mixed up amongst the debris, but no
one seemed worried about this. I was particularly
hoping to see the skull but saw no sign of it.
It is interesting to note that there is a colossal
Tomb of Kings approximately 100 yards north
of this site which is stepped down approximately
30 feet from ground level with a large stone facia
entrance about 30 feet high and 20 feet wide.
This area, according to ADC was a large burial
ground 2,400 years ago.
Most interesting finds whilst I
present
were several small circular columns inscribed in
Greek relating to certain important people,
including a doctor. Alabaster perfume containers
and oil lamps were also found.
The official of the ADC had previously found

some extraordinary objects—small earthenware
cups semi-circular in shape with a hole in the
centre. These varied in size front about an eggcup
to a dinner plate and were used in those days for
assessing the value of a woman or girl by the size
and fullness of her breasts, which indicated her
potentialities for bearing children.
In those days girls considered ripe for marriage
were taken annually into a public auditorium
and disrobed to reveal their charms before their
prospective husbands. Those not selected were
left standing on a large marble shelf overlooking
the auditorium to watch the ceremony.
It is from this rite we get the expression of an
unmarried girl being left on the shelf’.
Very soon normal excavations will be made on
the opposite side of the road where it is assumed
the larger part of the old city of Amathus will be
found.

SUMMER, 1971
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pumping Smeaton returned to the use of waterpower because there was abundance of it in that
region. The surface water drove water-wheels
which in turn by cranks drove reciprocating
pumps in the mine shafts. A rough sketch of
what these looked like is given in Figure 1.

the trouble was that a large volume was needed
and a dry summer or indeed a frosty winter could
stop pumping and the washing of ores. The
Wanlock river did not have a sufficiently large
catchment area to maintain a reasonably steady
supply of water for operating the pumps so
Smeaton took a very bold decision for those days
to bring water from the neighbouring valley of
the Mennock. A high precipitous hill lay between
the two valleys but Snieaton decided to drive a
tunnel aqueduct through. According to an old
book consulted the tunnel was 1,266 yards in
length and was to also drain sonie old mine
workings in the hill. It was commenced in July
1763 and was finished on November 4th, 1774
having thus taken eleven years to carry through.
To give perspective to the pluck required to
undertake such a task in those days, the Harecastle Canal Tunnel which is looked upon as the
first tunnel in Great Britain was carried out by
Brindley in about 1767 but of course was larger
in cross-section and about twice as long. Both
were carried out before the French Revolution
which gives even more perspective.

Old Time Scottish Engineering
by

uring the time I have been employed
on the Glasgow Inner Ring Road
Construction I have had the oppor
tunity to visit at week-ends many interesting oldtime Engineering Works of Scotland. For those
who have a taste for Industrial Archaeology I give
below two examples which gave me refreshing
days away from pre-stressed concrete and the
gap between imagination and reality in Contrac
tors Claims,
1. Smeaton at Leadhills and Wanlockhead. 1763
The great source of mineral wealth in Scotland
was and perhaps still is at Leadhills in the
Southern Uplands of Scotland. It is a very old
lead and silver mining field and indeed one old
tome describing it is titled ‘God’s Treasure House
in Scotland’.

Torn

Va,itha,i

A great problem when working the mines in
these rain soaked hills was to pump out the water
which drowned them in winter. It is true that
a few ‘Fire-Engines’ on Newcomens principle
were erected to pump out the water and indeed
Smeaton, who is more famous for the Eddystone
Lighthouse, and Symmington, who is more
famous for the first Steamboat, did themselves
erect this type of steam pump here.
However to bring coal by horse and cart to
these reniote hill tops was expensive and quite
drank up any profit the mines might have made.
When Ronald Crawford, Meason & Company
took over the mining field of Wanlockhead in
1755 they called upon Smeaton and Symmington
to assist them and the skill and courage they dis
played in discovering and marking out the veins
and the way they laid out their works reflects the
greatest credit upon them. To ease the cost of

1

Pump.

At Leadhills indeed there is a case of a water
wheel and pump being located 60 fathoms under
ground and one day with luck I hope to find
it. An alternative to the Water Wheel Pump is
the Water Pressure Engine which is in effect a
steam beam engine but with water pressure
replacing the steam. A photograph of one
remaining at Wanlockhead is shown in Figure 2.
Incidentally in the 1920’s the miners cut into
an old pump shaft which had not been used since
1765. The interesting point is that the riser column
of pipes was made of wood about 20 inches
internal diameter. The only metal pipe in the
column was the \%orking bucket barrel. The
bucket door piece and the clack-door piece were
also made of wood.
The water power for pumping was cheap but

Fig. 2. Water pressure pumping engine at Wanlockhead

I found the downstream end of the tunnel
trickling water into the Wanlock river. It was
too low to enter but an old-timer who lived in a
cottage nearby said that his grandfather had
told him that it brought water from a tarn the
other side of the hill and that his own father
lived to be 90 because he always drank from it.
The remainder was easy, simply mark the
outlet on the 6-inch map, set the dividers to
1,266 yards, draw an arc on the map, climb over
the hill and start walking on rough compass
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bearings. Easier still when one realises that
water cannot flow uphill so just a case of keeping
eye on the pocket barometer.
True there was snow on the heather but I was
watching the barometer and compass so cleverly
that I actually fell into the cutting leading to the
aqueduct tunnel entrance. The entrance was
overgrown and had fallen in but the side and head
trees still standing out like skeletons told me that
I had found the entrance for sure although no
water was flowing into it.
From the tarn to the tunnel entrance I found
that water used to be conveyed in twin large
diameter earthware pipes which ran around the
contours. A few pipes remained and could be
exposed by kicking away the turf.
I returned to Glasgow realising that the Piping
of the Monkland Canal Contract had nothing
on Smeaton with no offence to Don Breakey of
course.

2. James VI and the Coal Mine under the Sea. 1617
To me the best Engineer on the Firth of Forth
was not Sir Benjamin Baker of Forth Railway
Bridge fame but Sir George Bruce of Carnock.
He was an outstanding Scottish Industrialist
during the reign of King James VI who acceded
to the throne of England in 1603 and made his
fortune by mining coal on his land for export
and distilling salt from the sea water of the Firth
of Forth. Sir George’s chief coal pit and salt
pans were on the coast of the Firth of Forth at
the very old town of Culross which is in the
County of Fife. Culross has been preserved as
an example of an ancient Scottish Town but the
flocks of summer visitors hardly realise that the
most interesting portion lies deep under their
feet.
Sir George took over Cuiross Colliery in about
1575 but soon found that the old monks of
Culross and Dunfermline Abbeys had taken
most of the best coal. In passing it is interesting
to note that the monks workings can be dis
tinguished by the fact that the roofs of the tunnels
and headings always have the shape of the
Gothic Arch.
Sir George somewhere about 1590 decided to
take the very bold step for those days of extending
his coal mine under the sea.
Engineers usually do not appreciate poets but
I will let the words of John Taylor the ‘Water
Poet’ describe it for me. In those days the mine
was one of the marvels of the Country and like
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1R3. Pumpinq Tv1achnqr.
at a dain b Thos
the Post Office Tower today was one of the
‘in-things’ to visit. Taylor visited the mine under
the sea in 1618.
“At low water, the sea being ebbed away and a
great part of the sand bare, upon this same
sand, mixed with rocks and crags, did the
master of this great work build a circular frame
of stone, very thick, strong, and joined with
bituminous matter; so high withal that the
sea at the highest flood, or the greatest rage
of storm or tempest, can neither dissolve the
stones so well compacted in the building, nor
yet overflow the height of it. Within this
round frame he did set workmen to dig
they dig forty feet down right into and through
a rock. At last they found that which they
expected, which was sea-coal. They, following
the vein of the mine, did dig forward still, so
that in the space of eight-and-twenty or
nine-and-twenty years they have digged more
than ane English mile under the sea, so that
when men are at work below, a hundred of
the greatest ships in Britain may sail over their
heads. The sea at certain places doth leak or
soak into the mine, which by the industry of
Sir George is conveyed to ane well near the
land, where he hath a device like a horse-mill,
with three great horses, and a great chain of
iron going downwards many fathoms, with
thirty-six buckets attached to the chain, of
which eighteen go down still to be filled and
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eighteen ascend still to be emptied, which do
empty themselves without any man’s labour
into a trough that conveys the water into the
sea again.”
Figure 3 is a copy of a sketch dated of a similar
‘Egyptian’ drainage pump in a North Wales
Lead Mine which will give an idea of Sir George’s
pump although the one in the sketch is driven
by a water wheel.
There is a tradition that James VI visited this
coal mine to see the wonders of it in 1617. He
arrived at Sir George’s residence with his courtiers
and as there was time before dinner asked Sir
George to take him down into the mine. Sir
George took him down a shaft near his house and
together they wandered through the tunnels and
passages down under the sea. At the extremity
of the mine, King James turned round to make
the same journey back as he was ready for his
dinner. Sir George however showed him a spiral
stairway going upwards and together they
climbed it no doubt deciding on what wine
should be served at dinner.
Suddenly King James looked up and found
that they had not emerged on the dry mainland
but on a small island surrounded by the sea.
Re thought he was going to be abducted and led
to prison or death and he bawled “Treason,
treason,” at the top of his voice.
Sir George had difficulty in reassuring King
James but the King calmed down when he was
led to an elegantly fitted out sailing ketch which
smoothly took the party to the mainland and
that well-earned dinner.
Thus it was that I found myself on the quayside
at Culross early one winter’s morning with a
strong wind blowing flurries of snow making me
wish I had stayed in bed. The task was to try to
find the remains of the Moat Pit whose construc
tion had been described by the Poet Taylor and
where King James VI had had such a scare. I had
consulted the tide tables in the Mitchell Library,
Glasgow, and now was the hour of lowest tide
which rises as much as fifteen feet here. It looked
a very large area to search but was made simpler
by the poet’s words “At low water”.
Getting about half a mile out to low water
was not easy. Mud and mussel banks up to one’s
calves and slippery sea-weed made difficult
walking. The wind and snow flecks made vision
difficult but by visiting and probing each low
mound along low water level I eventually came
across the remains of the artificial island and the
pit shaft which had been driven down through it.

it was easily recognisable. There was the outer
wall of masonry which had bound the small
island together and against which sailing ships
had tied up to load coal at high tide. Next inside
it was the poets ‘Circular frame of stone’ and
within it again the pit shaft wall proper of beauti
fully tooled and radiused masonry. I should
mention that the walls were almost flush with
the beach and covered with sea-weed but never
theless most obvious. Of course if the tides rise
15 feet the top of the island and shaft must have
originally been about 25 feet above beach level.
I could see no sign of bituminous material
between the two innermost circular walls and no
doubt Sir George had the same trouble as we
have today in making bridge decks truly water
tight.
Figure 4 is a rough sketch plan of what I could
trace out.

Qua

Noat Pt.Cutos.
Suddenly King James’s trouble hit me, not
treason but hunger and after a long struggle
back up the beach I was soon tucking into a good
Sunday roast of Scottish Beef.
I must end these annals now but if fortune
allows it I will continue in another issue and try
to convince you that Thomas Telford was a lead
miner long before he was a mason and later a
Civil Engineer.
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Engineering Monuments Panel
Some of you will have seen in the news section of
the June Journal of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, a note by me on the part which the
Institution of Civil Engineers propose to play in
helping to record for posterity and, in some
cases preserve civil engineering works of historic
interest. Any of you who are interested in such
matter and are prepared to give your time
voluntarily to surveying, photographing and
recording works of historic interest, should get
in touch with me or the Institution.
Elsewhere in this issue, there is a most interest
ing article by Torn Vaughan which may inspire
you to be on the look out for anything that
illustrates a stage in the development of civil
engineering.
I am one of the sponsors of the restoration of
the Crofton Pumping engines. These engines,

j
0

built by Boulton and Watt at the beginning of the
last century, were constructed to pump the water
into the highest point of the Kennet and Avon
Canal. Restoration is now almost complete and
is open for visitors every weekend and on certain
weekends steam will be raised.
The pumping station is situated near Great
Bedwin, which is not far from Hungerford and is
well worth a visit if you happen to be down in
that direction. I can give further details to any
one who would like to have them. They are
beautiful old beam engines with parallel motion
and work with a boiler pressure of about 15 lb
per square inch!
The Kennet and Avon Canal Trust are
restoring the canal and hope in due course to
have it open for pleasure purposes from Reading
to Bristol.
R.W.H

Treasures under a Carpet!
by Joau V. Sic’rist

Priest in Chasuble

my arrival in Britain in 1968 my friend
Monica gave me a book entitled Treasures
of Britain. From that day in August 1
have travelled thousands of miles on motorways,
along country lanes, from Brighton to Tongue,
from London to Harlech. The treasures to be
discovered are many and combined with the
beauty of the countryside, in all seasons, are
difficult to describe to do them justice. I have
enjoyed it all.
Monumental brasses are one of the treasures
of this country which have become an absorbing
interest to me. Although monuments to the dead,
these brasses are far from a morbid subject. It is
a fascinating story of history and of skilled

Margery Clapton, 1480

craftsmen; the hobby of brass rubbing is very
popular and to some, a commercial proposition!
it is well over 100 years since the historical impor
tance of brasses has been recognised and I was
surprised to learn that there are over 7,500 pre
1700 known brasses in this country. Therefore if
you are looking for brasses to rub, there is no
need to rub the same brass twice. Also the sub
jects are many.—Royal and military costumes,
civil dress, ecclesiastical dress and academic and
legal costumes, while others deal with sacred
and secular topics. There are shrouds and skele
tons and some include the children of the
deceased. Many are decorated with shields and
canopies.
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As I sit in my small flat writing this and look
at my efforts represented by a huge cluster of
30 inch rolls of black, white and red paper, my
mind boggles at the thought of making a collec
tion of all the brasses in Britain. You tend to get
more and more involved in the art, for it is an art.
You find yourself looking for yet another subject
to add to your collection. From the first time I
took up the ridiculous posture one has to adopt
when brass rubbing, I was ‘hooked by these
engraved effigies. It is a never-ending thrill to
find a brass set in a slab of stone on the floor of
a lofty awe-inspiring cathedral or in a tiny
country parish church.
In this country it is generally recognised that
Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Kent, Essex, Middlesex
(including London) have the greatest number of
brasses per county and it is in these counties that
have discovered my brasses.
Crawling round church floors you discover
much about medieval dress, the development of
armour, formal dress, hair styles and head dresses
of the various periods in history. Also you
become interested in heraldry as you find coats
of arms incorporated on a shield or as a surround
ing decoration.
One of the most graceful heraldic brasses is
that of Margery Clopton, a civilian brass of 1480.
She was one of the Clopton family of Long
Melford, Suffolk and has her own coat of arms
on her kirtle and her husband’s coat of arms on
her mantle. She also wears one of those fascina
ting ‘fly away’ head dresses. Margery is about
3 feet tall and in her day was richly decorated
with enamel. In conversation with the vicar he
told me that originally the whole gown was
filled with enamel in bright, pure heraldic colours.
It is sad to think that with the expansion and
contraction of the metal and the traffic of thou
sands of feet over the years, the beautiful colours
have disappeared. Even with a powerful magni
fying glass you cannot see one speck of the former
colour now. Beside the elegant brass of Margery
you can see the brass of Francis Clopton,
affectionately known to the vicar and brass
rubbers as ‘knees’. ‘He of the flowery knees’ has
the most beautiful knee pads and his head rests
on his helmet. His face shows a happy, wide grin
from ear to ear and looking down on him, I had
the feeling that the laugh was on us and has been
since 1577!
My favourite brass, and one of the first I did,
is Sir Robert de Bures, 1302. The whole 6 feet
7 inches of him lies in the Acton Parish Church,
Suffolk. You will find Sir Robert listed in all the
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Engineering Monuments Panel
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Treasures under a Carpet!
by Joau V. Sic’rist

Priest in Chasuble
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Margery Clapton, 1480

craftsmen; the hobby of brass rubbing is very
popular and to some, a commercial proposition!
it is well over 100 years since the historical impor
tance of brasses has been recognised and I was
surprised to learn that there are over 7,500 pre
1700 known brasses in this country. Therefore if
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canopies.
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books on the subject as one of the finest military
brasses in this country. He is a cross-legged
knight in fine ‘chain’ mail, with handsome
surcoat, beautifully decorated sword, shield and
leather knee pads. His feet rest on a lion who has
a ‘happy’ smile. Engravers also used dogs and
griffins as foot rests and I suspect some of them
had a sense of humour as they often gave them
quite engaging expressions.
The military brasses are the oldest type in
Britain, the earliest being of Sir John
D’Aubernoun, at Stoke d’Abernon, Surrey
(1277). In all there are five great knights in
existence ranging in age from 694 to 648 years.
In order of seniority there are Sir John
D’Aubernoun, Sir Roger de Trumpington, Sir
Robert de Bures, Sir Robert de Setvans, and
Sir Williams Fitzralph. These handsome gentle
men are known as the ‘big five’ in brass rubbing
but there are many other subjects to be found
on floors, pews, walls and in the most unlikely
places. Alas many are no more than fragments
today but there are many small ones in good
condition.
If you do wander about an old church and find
a piece of carpet in what looks to be an unlikely
spot, turn up the corner and you may be sur
prised! One day I was busy doing just this in a
small church in Burgate and was faced with the
words ‘brass rubbers, believe me thare are no
brasses under this carpet!’ I guess if you get this
‘bug’ you must expect to find some surprises.
There is a brass of great splendour tucked
away in St. Peters Parish Church, Hever, Kent.
The first time I visited this church I walked from
Never Railway Station on a fine summer evening.
The walk was as much a delight as seeing the
brass itself. After receiving some vague directions
from the railway porter, who looked aghast that
anyone should be actually walking, I set off along
the narrow footpath towards the church with its
graceful spire shining in the sunlight. I had to
climb a high gate, which was not an easy feat
with a 30 inch roll of paper, an airways bag and
bits and pieces tucked over and under an arm,
then cope with a field of stinging nettles waiting
unexpectedly on the other side before arriving at
the church. To have left the confusion of Oxford
Circus an hour before, to be surrounded by
bright sunlight, heady smells of green fields and
the silence of the countryside, was unbelievable.
It was like stepping into another world. The
tomb of Sir Thomas Bullen (1538) is about 3 feet
high and on top the brass shows him resplen
dent with long flowing hair, his crowned head
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Sir Thomas

resting on his helmet which in turn rests on the
family crest. He wears plate armour under his
elegant robes of The Garter and his feet rest on
the back of a very alert griffin. No trace remains
of the original enamel. However, after seeing
Sir Winston Churchill’s decoration displayed at
Chartwell, I could imagine what it must have been
like. This brass reproduces well, the detail
coming out very effectively in black and white.
A visit to the Parish Church at Great Bromley,
Essex revealed not only a lovely 15th century
brass of a priest wearing a finely decorated
chasuble, worn during the celebration of the
mass, but also a splendid hammer beam roof and
hanging high in the bell tower the black hats of
past beliringers. One treasure leads to another.
The smallest brass I have seen is in the nave of
the Parish Church, Lavenham, Suffolk. It is
about 10 inches long and shows a baby in
swaddling clothes (1631) which means that the
child died soon after birth and before the
churching of the mother.
The art of engraving, like other arts, passes
with time and it is interesting to compare the
‘youngest’ brass at St. Mary Cray with say, Sir
Robert de Bures. The contrast in workmanship
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and fashion is very noticeable, the ‘younger’ brass
being simpler in design and less intricate in
engraving.
If by now you are keen to do some brass rub
bing, perhaps you would be interested to know
how it is done! All the equipment you need can
be bought for under £1. One roll of 30 inch
by 10 yards of all-rag paper, one or two sticks of
good quality heel-ball wax and a roll of masking
tape. Also you will need a soft brush or duster,
a pair of scissors and all the physical energy you
can find, plus patience. The method is simple
and some hints 1 have learnt may be useful. If
possible purchase a postcard of the brass (most
churches have them on sale) and study the brass
and the card to see the parts recessed below the
stone as these will be the most difficult to rub.
Dust the brass thoroughly as grit beneath the.
paper will tear the paper while you are rubbing.
Place the paper over the brass securing the edges
about every 8 inches with the masking tape.
Feel gently around the brass so the outline comes
through the paper. Next, lower yourself to your
knees (not on the brass as your weight might
crack it) and using the heel-ball wax, begin
rubbing. Start from the top and rub vertically.
Soon you will be able to decide for yourself the
denseness you prefer. Some like to do them very
heavy while others like a medium shade. I have

“And I say
we drive on the LEFT!”

q

tried different colours but think that black wax
on white paper is the most effective, although
some knights look fine done in silver wax on
black paper.
Should you wish to go brass rubbing, permis
sion must be obtained from the church. By
writing and booking beforehand to the vicar.
Rubbing is not generally allowed on Sundays
and a small charge is usually made which goes
to the upkeep of these famous old churches.
I think it is important to be tidy and to revere the
place because too often you hear unhappy stories
about carelessness and as one writer recently
pleaded—please do not picnic in the chancel!
There are many books written on the subject,
covering a wide price range, but I would recom
mend as a beginning, Disco Verlag Brasses, priced
at 25p. Equipment can be bought at Phillips &
Page, 50 Kensington Church St., W.8.
I hope I have helped you to think about brasses
and even go brass rubbing! Also I hope you may
have caught something of my own enthusiasm
and how much I have enjoyed the various
expeditions discovering the treasures of Britain.
Next month I must return to my ‘young country’
which is only three years older than your youngest
brass! My thanks are to Monica and her little
red mini for taking me treasure-hunting and
making it all possible.
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Norwegian Holiday on a Coastal
Express Steamer
by Ste,’e Hobden

shipping companies co-operate to
provide a daily schedule with boats
which range in age from five to twentyfive years. They are quite small passenger-cargo
boats of about 2500 tons with cabin accommoda
tion for 200 passengers in first and second class
cabins. Some of the newer boats have stabilisers
and some have upper deck protection so that
travellers may sit outside in all weather. All have
clean and comfortable cabins and public rooms
and excellent catering. With advice, or from
experience and after consideration of the cabin
plans and sailing schedules of the Coastal
Steamers and the North Sea ferries, a choice can
be made of a cruise which will suit both your
pocket and preference for scenic conditions.

b.1

.‘r

Kong Olav nudging the fisherman’s jetty

As we went northwards, one of the ship’s
officers found time to nip ashore at Harstadt and
when he returned the dining room benefited for
several days from the shrimps he bought. On the
southward run we had more time to spare and so
this picture was secured of the Kong Olav with

her bows nudging the fishermens jetty. We saw
boats of every size, shape and colour. One piece
of wave-washed rock we passed turned Out to be
a submarine but the largest number of boats were
fishing craft; small ones catching for the family
or the villages and very big ones which had
caught a load off North Cape and were then
having to haul the load down to the processing
factories at Bergen and Statvanger.
You could choose from winter when the rocks
are blanketed with snow beneath a blue sky and
brightly coloured houses shine in the sun, or
spring and summer when the snow has gone and
the land is covered with the sheen of grass and
the greens of birch and pine forests. Or maybe
you prefer the autumn when the land dons its
russet overcoat in preparation for another
winter. Whatever time of the year it is, you will
have a trip to remember and you may become so
addicted that you will return again and again.
Your friends may not understand why you choose
to spend seven days of winter inside the Arctic
Circle but apart from the incomparable and
unique scenery, the cost will be less than for
meals alone at hotels on shore. For this you may
have to accept a little cloud, snow and rough seas
but nothing lasts forever and when the sun comes
out again you will have an unforgetable memory
of the boat as it cuts its way through ice fields.
There was just time when we arrived at Tromso
for me to walk across the bridge to the east bank
and photograph the RC church. As the building
was locked this was unfortunately limited to
exterior shots but maybe next time! This building
is magnificent in itself but when seen from the
middle of the fjord against the background of
snow and blue sky it is superlative.
British holidaymakers usually travel first-class
although some school parties choose the cheaper
second class. Cabins are available with private
showers and there are plenty of separate bath
rooms. If several people travel together as a
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family or club party it is worthwhile including
the first-class suite in the booking as this can be
used as a private sitting rooni or for holding
parties. Sleeping accommodation for the rest of
the party is then augmented from the cabins two
decks below. For a party going to Norway on a
motoring holiday a convenient way of seeing
both sea and land is for half the party to travel on
the boat for two days, then swapping to the car
to give the motoring half a chance to rest.
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served as the formal meal with colossal helpings,
whilst breakfast and supper are meals when you
help yourself to hot and cold dishes from lavishly
supplied and attractively displayed sideboards.
On our return to Bergen we had time to have
a quick look around the town. Just off the dock
side on the steep foot slopes of the mountains
we found the narrow streets of old Bergen where
Harry Secombe was filmed in Song of Norway’
and framed by the old wooden houses of one

R.C. Church, Tromso

Narrow streets of Old Bergen

Our cabin accommodation was very comfor
table being equipped with beds and not bunks,
with a radio and a fridge for the boys to keep
Coke in and had we got bored we could have
arranged for a TV set to be installed. This would
have been an asset on Saturday afternoons as
Norway broadcasts live the ITV coverage of
Football League soccer. Most of our time when
we were not on deck or ashore was spent in
the observation lounge which was comfortably
furnished and had an excellent view forward
and abeam.
As well as providing comfortable travelling
conditions and an ever changing scene to enter
tain, the shipping companies provide superb
catering, either by their own or through an
independent restaurateur. Three substantial meals
and afternoon tea are provided at tables reserved
for passengers making the round trip. Lunch is

street is the spire of Bergen cathedral where there
is in the vestibule an art gallery.
Although they have only four of the thirteen
‘Hurtigruten’ as the Coastal Express Steamers
are called, the Bergen Steamship Conipany
operates the North Sea ferries and their helpful
London office advises intending passengers and
will arrange all the details of your journey from
home and back again. The journey is by train to
Newcastle and then by bus to Town Quay, but
the transfer of passengers and their luggage to
the ferry and to the Coastal Steamer is carried
out by Bergen Line arrangements, so with no
worries you will be enjoying your coastal cruise
36 hours after leaving home.
The cost of our 15-day trip inclusive from home
and back again, paying four adult fares and the
incidental meals between Bergen and home on
railway and North Sea Ferry was less than £400.
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Newsletters
Kendal

Northern Ireland

It is some time since Pontifact heard from the
Kendal Office—the design office as opposed to
the numerous Motorway site offices which had
prospered in this area in recent times. It was
resuscitated some eighteen months ago at our
mansion at Shaw End and then moved last
Easter to its present garret honie in the centre of
Kendal. Although a fraction of its former size,
the office is actively pursuing its primary objec
tive, the design of the Keswick Northern By
pass. The scheme is a part of the overall improve
ment of the road linking the M6 Motorway to
the West Cumberland industrial area and,
although the Bypass is only some 4-!- km long it
poses a great variety of interesting technical
problems. However, some opposition to the
overall scheme has already been voiced and a
public inquiry into objections seems inevitable.
On the social side and even with the help of the
staff from the much depleted motorway site
offices our staff, whose number can just be
counted on one hand, can no longer field either
football or cricket teams. Dilys and Malcolm
Collison with table tennis and tennis however,
keep the sporting flag flying. Malcolm takes a
leading part in the Westmorland tennis scene, is
this year’s County Secretary and Men’s County
Captain. We wish him good fortune during
County Week this summer in his attempt to
lift his team from its present cinderella position in
English county tennis.
Congratulations are also due to Malcolm on
his election as a Member of the Institution of
Civil Engineers. David Butler has this year
become Chairman of the Northern Branch of the
Institution of Highway Engineers. Frances
Wheatley whose efforts keep the office running
smoothly, and Frank Alderson, whose unfailing
appearance at station or airport continues to
gladden the heart of many a travel-weary visitor
to this corner of the country, complete our
complement.

The Christmas edition of Pontifact carried on its
cover the now familiar view of Section 3 on that
other motorway in Westmorland and we are now
pleased to report that our first section was
opened on the 26th February, a photograph of
Rathbeg Interchange appearing on the cover of

Rathbeg Interchange looking east.

the Surveyor! It is not your correspondents’
intention to attempt to emulate Archie Evans’s
excellent article on the opening of the M6—
the statistics of the M2 pale beside those 36
spectacular miles—but for those readers un
acquainted with the Northern Ireland motorways
some details may be of interest. Indeed had the
Ministry of Development’s original optimistic
plans been financed and implemented a total of
26 miles would now be nearing completion
instead of only six miles open to traffic and
another five under construction.
The length of the first contract is 64 miles to
which are added some 54 miles of minor roads
realigned over or under the motorway on a total
of ten bridges. In addition, a single span pedes
trian footbridge with a spiral ramp approach was
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family or club party it is worthwhile including
the first-class suite in the booking as this can be
used as a private sitting rooni or for holding
parties. Sleeping accommodation for the rest of
the party is then augmented from the cabins two
decks below. For a party going to Norway on a
motoring holiday a convenient way of seeing
both sea and land is for half the party to travel on
the boat for two days, then swapping to the car
to give the motoring half a chance to rest.
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served as the formal meal with colossal helpings,
whilst breakfast and supper are meals when you
help yourself to hot and cold dishes from lavishly
supplied and attractively displayed sideboards.
On our return to Bergen we had time to have
a quick look around the town. Just off the dock
side on the steep foot slopes of the mountains
we found the narrow streets of old Bergen where
Harry Secombe was filmed in Song of Norway’
and framed by the old wooden houses of one

R.C. Church, Tromso

Narrow streets of Old Bergen

Our cabin accommodation was very comfor
table being equipped with beds and not bunks,
with a radio and a fridge for the boys to keep
Coke in and had we got bored we could have
arranged for a TV set to be installed. This would
have been an asset on Saturday afternoons as
Norway broadcasts live the ITV coverage of
Football League soccer. Most of our time when
we were not on deck or ashore was spent in
the observation lounge which was comfortably
furnished and had an excellent view forward
and abeam.
As well as providing comfortable travelling
conditions and an ever changing scene to enter
tain, the shipping companies provide superb
catering, either by their own or through an
independent restaurateur. Three substantial meals
and afternoon tea are provided at tables reserved
for passengers making the round trip. Lunch is

street is the spire of Bergen cathedral where there
is in the vestibule an art gallery.
Although they have only four of the thirteen
‘Hurtigruten’ as the Coastal Express Steamers
are called, the Bergen Steamship Conipany
operates the North Sea ferries and their helpful
London office advises intending passengers and
will arrange all the details of your journey from
home and back again. The journey is by train to
Newcastle and then by bus to Town Quay, but
the transfer of passengers and their luggage to
the ferry and to the Coastal Steamer is carried
out by Bergen Line arrangements, so with no
worries you will be enjoying your coastal cruise
36 hours after leaving home.
The cost of our 15-day trip inclusive from home
and back again, paying four adult fares and the
incidental meals between Bergen and home on
railway and North Sea Ferry was less than £400.
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Newsletters
Kendal

Northern Ireland
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Institution of Highway Engineers. Frances
Wheatley whose efforts keep the office running
smoothly, and Frank Alderson, whose unfailing
appearance at station or airport continues to
gladden the heart of many a travel-weary visitor
to this corner of the country, complete our
complement.
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other motorway in Westmorland and we are now
pleased to report that our first section was
opened on the 26th February, a photograph of
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some details may be of interest. Indeed had the
Ministry of Development’s original optimistic
plans been financed and implemented a total of
26 miles would now be nearing completion
instead of only six miles open to traffic and
another five under construction.
The length of the first contract is 64 miles to
which are added some 54 miles of minor roads
realigned over or under the motorway on a total
of ten bridges. In addition, a single span pedes
trian footbridge with a spiral ramp approach was
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provided at Donegore. One obvious difference
from English motorways is seen immediately in
that all the Northern Ireland sections are dual
two-lane only. In the case of the M2 however
provision has been made to increase its capacity
in the future by the addition of a third lane to
each carriageway. This future would appear to
be very far distant as the traffic count since the
opening has yet to rise above 3000 vehicles per
day! Eight of the bridges spanning the motorway
and the culverts carrying streams through it have
been constructed to the extra width required for
dual three-lane carriageways. Similar arrange
ments have been made in cuttings where rock
blasting at a later stage would not be feasible
without closing the motorway, and also on
major embankments. This provision does not
however apply beyond a point about two miles
short of the western end, where the carriageways
separate by up to 400 feet to enable an ultimate
motorway link to be made to the Ballymena by
pass. From this point the motorway in fact
becomes the M22.
The pavement construction also differs from
English practice due to the plentiful and cheap
supply of rock in Northern Ireland in general
and in the immediate vicinity of the M2 in
particular. (The ready availability of this material
has rendered it useful in other more destructive
directions in recent years). Of the total pavement
thickness of 26 inches, nineteen are made up of
crushed rock in a 10 inch layer of 44 inches
crusher run and 9 inch of 2+ inch. These layers
are topped by 3 inches of dense bitmac and a
total of 4 inches of asphalt. On previous contracts
alternative tenders have been invited for lean
mix bases but these have been priced out every
time.
A more visible innovation which strikes the
cross channel visitor is the earth mound barrier
constructed in the central reservation. This
consists of a rammed clay core faced and
covered with grass sods and has proved extremely
effective in preventing head-on collisions due to
vehicles crossing the median on to the opposing
carriageway. To date drivers have been able to
walk away in every single incident involving a
vehicle hitting this barrier. The mound also has
the psychological effect of giving a driver con
fidence that he has a solid barrier between him
self and the opposing traffic. While this type of
barrier is cheap to install initially it is expensive
to repair and maintain and is probably not the
complete answer as a median protection.
The delineation between the lanes and the hard
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shoulders is also more clearly defined by the use
of a domed kerb which incorporates a drainage
channel and permits a reduction in the hard
shoulder construction thickness. In addition,
a driver who ‘dozes off’ and allows his car to
wander over these kerbs will be awakened by an
audible rumble as his wheels strike the drainage
channels!
In forming the embankments a step was taken
in the direction of the M6 wet fills although not
to anything approaching the same sophisticated
extent. Due to the abundance of good fill material
in Northern Ireland any material from cuttings
with a C.B.R. of less than 6 was generally
removed from the site. Escalation in motorway
costs in recent years however was beginning to
render this practice extremely wasteful and our
Specification made a modest start in reversing
the trend. A Grade 2 material was introduced
and placed in 3 foot layers sandwiched between
6 feet of suitable material and the whole allowed
to settle for four months before construction of the
road-works. The suitable material was composed
of virtually everything except the obvious unsuit
able categories and the grade 2, the only extra in
surance being a layer of top rock where the C.B.R
fell below 3’5. Grade 2 itself was a material giving
a B.S. compaction at natural moisture content
between 90 and 95 and could give C.B.R.s as
low as 15.
Partly because of the four-month delay period
the Contract completion time was set at 30
months and the Contractor, in accord with his
usual practice, finished the motorway to the
opening stage some weeks ahead of schedule.
The opening ceremony on the 26th February
was performed by the Minister of Development,
the Right Hon. Brian Faulkner, who within a few
weeks of the event was to find himself elevated
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Mr. Faulkner being welcomed by Sir John Graham,
with Rev. Ian Paisley standing on the left.
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to the Premiership where we hope he will be
equally as successful as in his previous Govern
ment posts. Representing the Engineer were
Mr. J. K. M. Henry, Mr. J. F. Lindsay, and Mr.
D. F. Dudeney. Security precautions were in
force on the previous evening and one of the
Contractor’s Directors making a last-minute
inspection late at night was apprehended by the
Army and closely questioned as to his business.
The weather began overcast, but the arrival of
the Minister to perform the tape-cutting cere
mony was the cue for the sun to break through,
and a splendid spring day then ensued. This
may, of course have been the result of prayers
offered up by another guest, one of the local
M.P.s, the Rev. Ian Paisley. The opening cere
mony was followed by a tour through the job and
a lunch at the Dunadry Inn. The Minister’s
pointed remarks to the Press gentlemen to the
effect that this event was more representative of
Ulster’s progress in the past 10 to 15 years than
riots in small areas of Belfast and Londonderry
did not produce the required publicity as un
fortunately trouble broke out in Belfast later that
afternoon to claim the headlines once again.
Fortunately we have now enjoyed a period of
relative calm possibly due to the good advice
tendered to Mr. Paisley by Joe Lindsay and Don
Dudeney across the lunch table!
The weather has also been extremely kind to
us this year and has allowed earthworks to be
completed on Contract 413A thus giving Farrans
a fighting chance to complete their section on
time at the end of July.
The two remaining contracts 413B and C,
respectively, Shanes Viaduct and the mile of
motorway beyond have now started, the success
ful tenderer once again being Messrs. John
Graham.
Since the Christmas edition there have been
further reductions in our strength and we have
bade farewell to two people from each Contract,
Bill McDowell and Clark Ritchie on 412 and
David Linton and Pat McKeown on 413A.
With the completion of our major Contract
and the impending completion of the next the
remaining staff are now being brought face to
face with the problem of ‘where do we go from
here’? which is causing no little head-scratching
and earnest consultation. In spite of all Northern
Ireland’s political troubles it is still a pleasant
place in which to live and offers a better quality
of life than the struggle into and out of Winsley
Street, hence the decision ‘to stay or not to stay’,
is extremely difficult to make.

Bl’llnei
Here we are in the middle of April and it’s time
again for a brief review of events which have
occurred in Brunei in the past four months.
A number of staff movements have taken
place since the last newsletter and we are pleased
firstly to welcome Lew Jardine who accom
panied by his wife Jean and three children arrived
in January totake over the duties of Measure
ment Engineer on the Airport site staff. The
family settled in with commendable aplomb
despite the fact that two days after their arrival,
Jean had to rush off to Singapore with their
youngest daughter, Emma, with an illness which
it was suspected could not be treated here.
Happily this turned out to be a false alarm
and the pair were back within three days but
those who were involved in getting them off
were impressed by the calm way in which Lew
and Jean dealt with this unnerving situation.
We are also pleased to record the arrival and
posting to Bangar of Bill and Mary Murray and
their daughter, Debbie, Walston Leo and his
family from Ceylon, J. Asokan (cx Mitsui Con
tractors) and Veronica Yap who replaces
S. Macky as secretary/typist for the RE. To
Brunei office we welcome our newest typist,
Peggy Tan, to replace Marianne Noma who
decided that raising a family was a full-time job,
We were also sorry to lose Jan Ghani, Gordon
Wilson’s secretary, when she left for an extended
holiday in London.
Mac and Elsie Mackinlav returned from leave
looking fit and well and Tim Conway stepped
down from his onerous post of RE. with an
audible sigh of relief, having held the fort with
credit for three months through a difficult phase
of the works. Harold Insley and Ray Taylor are
both currently on leave but are due to return
shortly.
Recent departures were Gareth Rendell in the
New Year and Darryl Murphy shortly before.
We are sorry indeed to record the continued and
serious illness of little Rhys Murphy who has
been in Melbourne hospital in a coma ever since
our last newsletter. The tragic circumstances
surrounding this illness have provided a most
unhappy ending to Pam and Darryl’s tour in
Brunei and our deepest sympathies are extended
to them both.
Congratulations to Tan Chui Ling on his
recent marriage to Miss Goh Swee Liew and to
Barry Paget on being elected President of the
Rotary Club of Bandar Sen Begawan for 1971—72.
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two-lane only. In the case of the M2 however
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without closing the motorway, and also on
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short of the western end, where the carriageways
separate by up to 400 feet to enable an ultimate
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pass. From this point the motorway in fact
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particular. (The ready availability of this material
has rendered it useful in other more destructive
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with a C.B.R. of less than 6 was generally
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costs in recent years however was beginning to
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and placed in 3 foot layers sandwiched between
6 feet of suitable material and the whole allowed
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able categories and the grade 2, the only extra in
surance being a layer of top rock where the C.B.R
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to the Premiership where we hope he will be
equally as successful as in his previous Govern
ment posts. Representing the Engineer were
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D. F. Dudeney. Security precautions were in
force on the previous evening and one of the
Contractor’s Directors making a last-minute
inspection late at night was apprehended by the
Army and closely questioned as to his business.
The weather began overcast, but the arrival of
the Minister to perform the tape-cutting cere
mony was the cue for the sun to break through,
and a splendid spring day then ensued. This
may, of course have been the result of prayers
offered up by another guest, one of the local
M.P.s, the Rev. Ian Paisley. The opening cere
mony was followed by a tour through the job and
a lunch at the Dunadry Inn. The Minister’s
pointed remarks to the Press gentlemen to the
effect that this event was more representative of
Ulster’s progress in the past 10 to 15 years than
riots in small areas of Belfast and Londonderry
did not produce the required publicity as un
fortunately trouble broke out in Belfast later that
afternoon to claim the headlines once again.
Fortunately we have now enjoyed a period of
relative calm possibly due to the good advice
tendered to Mr. Paisley by Joe Lindsay and Don
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The weather has also been extremely kind to
us this year and has allowed earthworks to be
completed on Contract 413A thus giving Farrans
a fighting chance to complete their section on
time at the end of July.
The two remaining contracts 413B and C,
respectively, Shanes Viaduct and the mile of
motorway beyond have now started, the success
ful tenderer once again being Messrs. John
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further reductions in our strength and we have
bade farewell to two people from each Contract,
Bill McDowell and Clark Ritchie on 412 and
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With the completion of our major Contract
and the impending completion of the next the
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here’? which is causing no little head-scratching
and earnest consultation. In spite of all Northern
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place in which to live and offers a better quality
of life than the struggle into and out of Winsley
Street, hence the decision ‘to stay or not to stay’,
is extremely difficult to make.
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panied by his wife Jean and three children arrived
in January totake over the duties of Measure
ment Engineer on the Airport site staff. The
family settled in with commendable aplomb
despite the fact that two days after their arrival,
Jean had to rush off to Singapore with their
youngest daughter, Emma, with an illness which
it was suspected could not be treated here.
Happily this turned out to be a false alarm
and the pair were back within three days but
those who were involved in getting them off
were impressed by the calm way in which Lew
and Jean dealt with this unnerving situation.
We are also pleased to record the arrival and
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family from Ceylon, J. Asokan (cx Mitsui Con
tractors) and Veronica Yap who replaces
S. Macky as secretary/typist for the RE. To
Brunei office we welcome our newest typist,
Peggy Tan, to replace Marianne Noma who
decided that raising a family was a full-time job,
We were also sorry to lose Jan Ghani, Gordon
Wilson’s secretary, when she left for an extended
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Mac and Elsie Mackinlav returned from leave
looking fit and well and Tim Conway stepped
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The highlight of our year so far was the visit of
Mr. Grace who arrived in March with Mr.
Elliott from Hong Kong. Several things com
bined to make it memorable including an un
precedented rainstorm on the third day during
which 7 inches were recorded in four hours on
the Airport site rain gauge and the road from
town was flooded to a depth of several feet. At
breakfast that morning the heavens were well
and truly open and Mr. Grace, seeing the rain
pouring off the roof in sheets, remarked to his
host that this must indeed be a severe storm.
The reply nonchalant was that for Brunei it was
not particularly unusual. It was hard luck that
the flooded roads and rainfall readings gave the
lie to this bit of one-upmanship. That evening’s
entertainment was a cocktail party for local
notables to meet Mr. Grace and it was only at the
eleventh hour that the flood waters receded and
guests were able to get their cars through to the
house.
During their stay Messrs. Grace and Elliott
visited Temburong for two days by helicopter and
made a comprehensive tour of the roadworks. In
the evening there was an enjoyable staff party
organised by the Mackinlays at their house, with
guests including the Contractor’s Project Mana
ger and several visiting Gammon V.L.P.s who
were over from Singapore for a meeting with the
Engineer the following day.
Workwise, it was a crowded week for the two
Partners, with site inspections, meetings with
Contractors, discussions with the Client and staff
interviews keeping them to a tight schedule.
Towards the end of the visit however the staff
assembled at the Lucky Restaurant in Bandar
Sen Begawan for a Chinese meal. In fact this
was held over from Christmas in anticipation of
Mr. Grace’s visit shortly after. That this did not
materialise until March was of no consequence as
with 100-year-old eggs on the menu three months’
delay is not significant.
In case anyone saw the Partners pushing the
office car to start it, this was not a cunning ruse
to get a new one. To whom it may concern (of a
suspicious turn of mind) the car is still mis
behaving!
We were also pleased to have had a brief visit
from Bill Spencer on his way through to Sabah to
discuss Kota Kinabalu Airport in February and a
visit from John Holt at the end of March.
Other welcome visitors, though not official, were
Ron and Edith Hedges on their way from Hong
Kong to Australia. Although on holiday, Ron
took time off to visit both the airport and roads

projects and we were glad to be able to discuss
numerous mutual problems with him. We hope
the rest of their holiday went off smoothly and
that they have now safely returned to Kenya.
The effects of the postal strike in Britain were
not so severe here, thanks to the efficient system
set up by London for the relay of mail through
Holland. We had to smile at the accommoda
tion address for Preece Cardew and Rider which
was a certain Madame Simone of Boulogne.
This should provide much inspiration for wouldbe limerick writers, and is a worthy runner-up to
their telegraphic address.
Finally to the jobs. All we have space to say is
that they are proceeding and that in due course
they will reach finality! Meanwhile the delays in
their completion have caused various members of
the staff to reconsider whether they like Brunei
well enough to stay on for extended or second
tours respectively. We are pleased to see that
some, at least, feel that despite its undoubted
shortcomings Brunei is not such a bad spot after
all and that, at the present juncture, they do not
know of a ‘better ‘ole’. This is fortunate for us
as with the rapid upsurge of other overseas jobs
we would be in danger otherwise of being
grossly understaffed.
So once again we close this newsletter and
eagerly await the next edition of Pontifact to see
how the rest of our SWKP world is faring. This is
a link with our colleagues which we would sadly
miss and therefore we thank the Editors for
their sterling work and hope they will press on
with it regardless of setbacks. To all our friends
in the great outside we send greetings from
Brunei Darus Salaarn (Brunei, Abode of peace).

Glasgow
As already announced the firm of Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Co. (Scotland) will come into being
on the 1st August with Roy Hodgen as Managing
Director.
We are toiling energetically with the ever
increasing work load that streams into the
Glasgow Office. Mill Street, Rutherglen is com
pletely designed and awaits only the result of a
Public Enquiry before tenders may be invited.
We are also active in Motherwell and expect to
be working soon on Brandon Street By-Pass and
a commercial development, which between them
will begin to re-develop the centre of Motherwell.
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However, we are now really hard at work on
our first love, the Glasgow Motorway system
and, in particular, Renfrew Stage I. This project
has grown considerably just recently to include
part of the Ayr Motorway and is now estimated
to be costing approximately £8m.—that, we think,
is the figure but you can never tell with this
inflation and what’s more it’s due out to Tender
in about 18 months time.
Willard Dougall and his crew, upon whom all
things wait, are at the spaghetti stage as they
frantically try to weave together the graded
interchange, and put into reality the Planners
dreams. Still they are ably helped by the return
of Billy Holmes from the London Office.
Don Breakey is crocheting water pipes and other
services and wondering now how to drain an
already waterlogged site. He has given up trying
to convince people that the motorway will not be
flooded twice daily as the tide flows up the Clyde
and is contenting himself with predicting only
the depth of the flooding.
Meanwhile upstairs Chris Ford and David
Wood, having spent the last year politely listening
to advice from Planners, Architects and Road
Engineers on what type of structures to build,
have quietly locked the doors, recruited a new
team and now propose to follow their own ideas.
Cheer up those of you from the M6, we have got
a tunnel that will make Grayrigg look like
something out of a Hornby 00 Set.
In the attics, close to the stars, Jack Wood and
his bunch of astrologers are predicting away
like mad to anybody who cares to listen to them.
Their current fads seem to be car parks, hyper
markets and public enquiries. With the latter they
certainly seem to be going to town and it is said
that the Inspectors, who preside over these
Enquiries, will not accept a brief in the West of
Scotland unless they are guaranteed of the
personal appearance of Jack, ‘the Witness,’
Wood. George Gray has joined them, after a
spell on Woodside and in the London Office and
is fast becoming as impractical as the rest of
them.
Out on site the Woodside Section of thc
Ring Road is nearly finished and, in fact, was
opened on the 9th of May—a Sunday you note,
for that’s the day for acts of Charity and Mercy.
It’s a great bit of motorway with instant trees
provided by the Parks Department, the finest
illuminated gantry signs in Europe and, what’s
more, an entrance to the underground railway
station as an integral part of it—how’s that for
co-ordinated planning? Tom Vaughan, Gavin
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Walker and the rest of the site staff have done a
grand job here but they are beginning to disperse
now as the hard landscaping encroaches upon
their site office.
On the staff side, we have despatched our
usual quota of highly trained Engineers to
assist others in the City, Harry Mitchell and
Hamish Murrison being in the recent draft.
We wish them well and look forward to meeting
them regularly professionally.
Congratulations to Margaret Russell, who left
us just before Christmas and now has a son.
Magda Stark, who took over Margaret’s duties,
is leaving us shortly for the same reason, and
Anne Armstrong, who was left to cope with the
general office, has become engaged—our good
wishes to them both.
SPORT
Sport has, during the winter, been virtually
non existent, though we did win the Regin
Trophy back from our friends, Holford’s.
However, the snows of winter are going and we
have put away our skis and squash rackets and
are cleaning our golf clubs and blowing up our
footballs ready for the suminer season—anyone
wanting a game on course or pitch would be very
welcome.
CLYDESIDER

Glasgow
Woodside Site
Believe it or not, this article is being written
from the Woodside 2 Site Office in Glasgow.
It is so long since anyone from the Glasgow site
staff has sent a report to Pontifl,ct (if ever!)
that I am sure that some people believe that we
work from an outhouse in the back garden of
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The highlight of our year so far was the visit of
Mr. Grace who arrived in March with Mr.
Elliott from Hong Kong. Several things com
bined to make it memorable including an un
precedented rainstorm on the third day during
which 7 inches were recorded in four hours on
the Airport site rain gauge and the road from
town was flooded to a depth of several feet. At
breakfast that morning the heavens were well
and truly open and Mr. Grace, seeing the rain
pouring off the roof in sheets, remarked to his
host that this must indeed be a severe storm.
The reply nonchalant was that for Brunei it was
not particularly unusual. It was hard luck that
the flooded roads and rainfall readings gave the
lie to this bit of one-upmanship. That evening’s
entertainment was a cocktail party for local
notables to meet Mr. Grace and it was only at the
eleventh hour that the flood waters receded and
guests were able to get their cars through to the
house.
During their stay Messrs. Grace and Elliott
visited Temburong for two days by helicopter and
made a comprehensive tour of the roadworks. In
the evening there was an enjoyable staff party
organised by the Mackinlays at their house, with
guests including the Contractor’s Project Mana
ger and several visiting Gammon V.L.P.s who
were over from Singapore for a meeting with the
Engineer the following day.
Workwise, it was a crowded week for the two
Partners, with site inspections, meetings with
Contractors, discussions with the Client and staff
interviews keeping them to a tight schedule.
Towards the end of the visit however the staff
assembled at the Lucky Restaurant in Bandar
Sen Begawan for a Chinese meal. In fact this
was held over from Christmas in anticipation of
Mr. Grace’s visit shortly after. That this did not
materialise until March was of no consequence as
with 100-year-old eggs on the menu three months’
delay is not significant.
In case anyone saw the Partners pushing the
office car to start it, this was not a cunning ruse
to get a new one. To whom it may concern (of a
suspicious turn of mind) the car is still mis
behaving!
We were also pleased to have had a brief visit
from Bill Spencer on his way through to Sabah to
discuss Kota Kinabalu Airport in February and a
visit from John Holt at the end of March.
Other welcome visitors, though not official, were
Ron and Edith Hedges on their way from Hong
Kong to Australia. Although on holiday, Ron
took time off to visit both the airport and roads

projects and we were glad to be able to discuss
numerous mutual problems with him. We hope
the rest of their holiday went off smoothly and
that they have now safely returned to Kenya.
The effects of the postal strike in Britain were
not so severe here, thanks to the efficient system
set up by London for the relay of mail through
Holland. We had to smile at the accommoda
tion address for Preece Cardew and Rider which
was a certain Madame Simone of Boulogne.
This should provide much inspiration for wouldbe limerick writers, and is a worthy runner-up to
their telegraphic address.
Finally to the jobs. All we have space to say is
that they are proceeding and that in due course
they will reach finality! Meanwhile the delays in
their completion have caused various members of
the staff to reconsider whether they like Brunei
well enough to stay on for extended or second
tours respectively. We are pleased to see that
some, at least, feel that despite its undoubted
shortcomings Brunei is not such a bad spot after
all and that, at the present juncture, they do not
know of a ‘better ‘ole’. This is fortunate for us
as with the rapid upsurge of other overseas jobs
we would be in danger otherwise of being
grossly understaffed.
So once again we close this newsletter and
eagerly await the next edition of Pontifact to see
how the rest of our SWKP world is faring. This is
a link with our colleagues which we would sadly
miss and therefore we thank the Editors for
their sterling work and hope they will press on
with it regardless of setbacks. To all our friends
in the great outside we send greetings from
Brunei Darus Salaarn (Brunei, Abode of peace).

Glasgow
As already announced the firm of Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Co. (Scotland) will come into being
on the 1st August with Roy Hodgen as Managing
Director.
We are toiling energetically with the ever
increasing work load that streams into the
Glasgow Office. Mill Street, Rutherglen is com
pletely designed and awaits only the result of a
Public Enquiry before tenders may be invited.
We are also active in Motherwell and expect to
be working soon on Brandon Street By-Pass and
a commercial development, which between them
will begin to re-develop the centre of Motherwell.
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However, we are now really hard at work on
our first love, the Glasgow Motorway system
and, in particular, Renfrew Stage I. This project
has grown considerably just recently to include
part of the Ayr Motorway and is now estimated
to be costing approximately £8m.—that, we think,
is the figure but you can never tell with this
inflation and what’s more it’s due out to Tender
in about 18 months time.
Willard Dougall and his crew, upon whom all
things wait, are at the spaghetti stage as they
frantically try to weave together the graded
interchange, and put into reality the Planners
dreams. Still they are ably helped by the return
of Billy Holmes from the London Office.
Don Breakey is crocheting water pipes and other
services and wondering now how to drain an
already waterlogged site. He has given up trying
to convince people that the motorway will not be
flooded twice daily as the tide flows up the Clyde
and is contenting himself with predicting only
the depth of the flooding.
Meanwhile upstairs Chris Ford and David
Wood, having spent the last year politely listening
to advice from Planners, Architects and Road
Engineers on what type of structures to build,
have quietly locked the doors, recruited a new
team and now propose to follow their own ideas.
Cheer up those of you from the M6, we have got
a tunnel that will make Grayrigg look like
something out of a Hornby 00 Set.
In the attics, close to the stars, Jack Wood and
his bunch of astrologers are predicting away
like mad to anybody who cares to listen to them.
Their current fads seem to be car parks, hyper
markets and public enquiries. With the latter they
certainly seem to be going to town and it is said
that the Inspectors, who preside over these
Enquiries, will not accept a brief in the West of
Scotland unless they are guaranteed of the
personal appearance of Jack, ‘the Witness,’
Wood. George Gray has joined them, after a
spell on Woodside and in the London Office and
is fast becoming as impractical as the rest of
them.
Out on site the Woodside Section of thc
Ring Road is nearly finished and, in fact, was
opened on the 9th of May—a Sunday you note,
for that’s the day for acts of Charity and Mercy.
It’s a great bit of motorway with instant trees
provided by the Parks Department, the finest
illuminated gantry signs in Europe and, what’s
more, an entrance to the underground railway
station as an integral part of it—how’s that for
co-ordinated planning? Tom Vaughan, Gavin
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Walker and the rest of the site staff have done a
grand job here but they are beginning to disperse
now as the hard landscaping encroaches upon
their site office.
On the staff side, we have despatched our
usual quota of highly trained Engineers to
assist others in the City, Harry Mitchell and
Hamish Murrison being in the recent draft.
We wish them well and look forward to meeting
them regularly professionally.
Congratulations to Margaret Russell, who left
us just before Christmas and now has a son.
Magda Stark, who took over Margaret’s duties,
is leaving us shortly for the same reason, and
Anne Armstrong, who was left to cope with the
general office, has become engaged—our good
wishes to them both.
SPORT
Sport has, during the winter, been virtually
non existent, though we did win the Regin
Trophy back from our friends, Holford’s.
However, the snows of winter are going and we
have put away our skis and squash rackets and
are cleaning our golf clubs and blowing up our
footballs ready for the suminer season—anyone
wanting a game on course or pitch would be very
welcome.
CLYDESIDER

Glasgow
Woodside Site
Believe it or not, this article is being written
from the Woodside 2 Site Office in Glasgow.
It is so long since anyone from the Glasgow site
staff has sent a report to Pontifl,ct (if ever!)
that I am sure that some people believe that we
work from an outhouse in the back garden of
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6 Park Circus. However, I can assure you that
we have our own offices on site with mascots of
varying shapes and sizes, ranging from the late
Zarak (Deputy Dog R.E.) to the ever present
Sheila (the maiden of the forest from the summer
edition of Pontiftwt).

Looking back over the last two years here, life
has been full of unexpected events, such as
quarries, underground streams and mineworkings
and also minor and major calamities and
rumours. Taking rumours, there is no truth in the
story that there has been so much paperwork on
this job that Renfrew I is to be built in papier
mãché. However, through the grapevine, we do
hear that provision is to be made in the next Bill
for supplying all A.R.E.s with pigskin briefcases
and a special retirement pension will be awarded
to all engineers who can prove that they have
been afflicted by writer’s cramp.
In a more serious vein, however, both office
and site staffs have learnt much from this job
which was not gained from Townhead I and
Woodside 1, due to the different nature of the
Works. Taking ground conditions alone, Townhead 1 and Woodside I structures were founded on
rock or clay, whereas on this job the bridges
have been on rock or piles, and the walls on clay
or selected backfill material and from all accounts
Renfrew 1 will be on deep driven piles with some
permanent de-watering being necessary. Again on
new works, we have used prestressed precast con
crete beams for the two main viaducts, have built
cantilevered retaining walls on selected fill
material, and have used precast facing units as an
integral part of and a front shutter to. the walls.
Aided and abetted by our Consulting Archi
tects, Wm. Holford & Associates, a very grand
scheme of landscaping has been drawn up, and is
now being laid out in preparation for the opening
of the job which at present is timed for 24th
April. As engineers, we seem to have an auto
matic aversion to architectural details on what is
basically a roads and bridges contract, but it is
very interesting to note that when these details
are finally built we often have to back down
and admit that the finished work really does look
the better for the architect’s decision. [would say
that Woodside 2 will be one of the showpieces in
the rebirth of Glasgow which we are at present
experiencing, and it is only to be hoped that
members of staff from other sites and offices
will have the opportunity to see the completed
job and to judge for themselves.
BOB MCKITTRICK
Woodside 2
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Hong Kong

Tunne’

There are now five tunnel units already placed in
the dredged trench on the harbour bed, with a
further two alongside the fitting out jetty.
Progress both in tube fabrication on land and
concreting at the jetty is going quite well, and
the launch of the last of the 15 units should take
place before the end of the year and its sinking
some eight weeks later. The weather has been
kind to us so far this year with rainfall well
below average. Consequently no delays on this
score have yet occurred. However, the typhoon
season approaches
At the North Approach the North Vent
Building caisson was sunk into position on 3rd
December, 1970, and excavation down the ramp
is virtually complete and construction well in
hand. The Administration Building structure is
also now complete and the finishing trades plus
the E & M installations are beginning to swing
into action. The precasting yard for the tunnel
ceiling slabs which comprises two production
lines complete with travelling cranes and steam
curing equipment came into operation in late
March and work there is now proceeding at a
good pace. In all, some 7,400 slabs will be
required.
The South Approach and Ventilation Building
are being built in the dry inside an earth bund.
After initial problems in sealing and dewatering
the working area, considerable progress is being
made there. Despite the fact that this area was for
many years previously the mooring area for the
yachts and power boats of the Royal Hong Kong
Yacht Club, there have been no reports of
treasure coming to light. Staff associated with the
Yacht Club prophesied that at least a thick
carpet of empty beer cans was certain to exist in
this area!
On the marine side, dredging of the trench is
well advanced across the harbour, and the
screeding of the floor of the trench and placing of
tunnel units goes on now almost as a matter of
routine. The screed and lay barge has lived up to
all expectations with regard to the accuracy not
only of screeding but also of positioning the
tunnel units. The jointing operation between
Units Nos. I and 2 was successfully carried out on
10th April and between Units Nos. 2 and 3 on
15th April. and back-filling over units 1, 2 and 3
is well in hand. Late last year our need for a
diving boat became acute with the result that an
office launch, renamed Seatuniiel was purchased
early in December. The launch, 41 feet long, now
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operates as both diving boat and occasional
transport. On the odd occasions when not
required for work, the launch has been made
available for pleasure use by the staff.

Kai Tak Airport runway extensions. Present at signing
of contract, from left to right, Messrs. R. C. Clarke,
acting director of Public Works; Mr. K. Kano, vice
president, Kumagai Gumi Co. Ltd; G. Chien (standing),
technical secretary, Public Works dept; T. Takenaka,
agent, Kumagai Gumi Co. Lid; S. G. Elliott and W. A.
Maslowioz.

Additions to the staff since the last issue in
clude John Morison and Stan Watkins of FFP
for supervision of the Electrical and Mechanical
Sub-contract. Our filing clerk, Mr. Ling Chi
Hing, took the plunge on 20th March and has
our best wishes for the future for his bride and
himself.
George Brandon and Eric Smith fell foul of the
medical profession over the Christmas period
but are now both happily recovered and back
at work.
We have recently welcomed to the site many
visitors from the London and overseas offices of
the firm including Mr. Measor, Mr. Grace, Mr.
Bowen, Mr. Williams, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Thorp,
Mr. Lindsay, Mr. Hedges, Mr. Prylinski and
Mr. Verran. Mr. Measor was unfortunately
sick for much of his stay in Hong Kong, but
could observe some of our marine activities
from his room at the Mandarin, and we were
glad to see him at the launch of Unit No. 6
before his departure.
PETER KNOWLES

Plover Cove Water Scheme
The raising of the Plover Cove dams and spillway
and the extensions to the treatment works at Sha
Tin (to 175 m.g.d.) and Tai Po Tau pumping

station are now well under way. Robert Armistead
of Binnies has arrived to become R.E. for the

Sha Tin treatment works extension and Anthony
Lau joined him on site as an Assistant R.E.
We were sorry to say farewell to David Coffey
and his family who left the Colony last October
after being presented with a handsome silver
tankard. David has been here with SWKP for
18 years in which there have been big changes
and he will t missed by his many local and
expatriate friends in Hong Kong. David excelled
himself in the sporting life of Hong Kong having
captained the Colony at cricket on numerous
occasions (including the time when he got a
fifty against the Commonwealth side), played
hockey for the Colony, been Colony squash
champion and taken a prominent role in tennis
and golfing activities. On a personal level, no
favour was too much trouble and he was always
full of good advice. We wish him well in his new
job in the U.K.
In January, John Davies (B & P) left us for
Singapore after three years. He was one of Joint
Office’s gay bachelors and had a wide circle of
friends and many interests in Hong Kong. His
successor is Peter Moody (also B & P) who,
together with his charming Dutch wife, Lego,
has quickly settled in. Tijoe Pak Wai has trans
ferred to Joint Office from SWKP to replace
Raymond Wai who is now working on the Kai
Tak airport extension site.
Visitors from England whom we were very
pleased to see and show around included Mr.
Grace, Mr. Ford (Partner of Binnies), John
Dunncanson and Alvin Smith (both also Binnies).
This winter has been fine and sunny: lovely for
hill walks and picnics. At this time too Michael
Guilford can be seen most Sunday mornings
playing hockey racing up and down at wing
either for a league side or the ‘Old and Bold’.
Paul Molyneux (Binnie’s resident partner) is an
enthusiastic yachtsman and races his Dragon
many weekends. The much used City Hall has
had some distinguished concerts recently—
Yehudi Menuhin and Louis Kentner delighted us
not only with their fine music but also with their
great personal charm.
The L.S.O. gave three brilliant virtuoso
evening concerts at the end of their tour to
Russia and the Far East. With all the arrogance
of true amateurs the local Hong Kong orchestra
performed Beethoveils 9th Symphony a week
later and what is more, twice in one day (could
this be a world record?) Contrary to some
expectations the orchestra which includes David
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6 Park Circus. However, I can assure you that
we have our own offices on site with mascots of
varying shapes and sizes, ranging from the late
Zarak (Deputy Dog R.E.) to the ever present
Sheila (the maiden of the forest from the summer
edition of Pontiftwt).

Looking back over the last two years here, life
has been full of unexpected events, such as
quarries, underground streams and mineworkings
and also minor and major calamities and
rumours. Taking rumours, there is no truth in the
story that there has been so much paperwork on
this job that Renfrew I is to be built in papier
mãché. However, through the grapevine, we do
hear that provision is to be made in the next Bill
for supplying all A.R.E.s with pigskin briefcases
and a special retirement pension will be awarded
to all engineers who can prove that they have
been afflicted by writer’s cramp.
In a more serious vein, however, both office
and site staffs have learnt much from this job
which was not gained from Townhead I and
Woodside 1, due to the different nature of the
Works. Taking ground conditions alone, Townhead 1 and Woodside I structures were founded on
rock or clay, whereas on this job the bridges
have been on rock or piles, and the walls on clay
or selected backfill material and from all accounts
Renfrew 1 will be on deep driven piles with some
permanent de-watering being necessary. Again on
new works, we have used prestressed precast con
crete beams for the two main viaducts, have built
cantilevered retaining walls on selected fill
material, and have used precast facing units as an
integral part of and a front shutter to. the walls.
Aided and abetted by our Consulting Archi
tects, Wm. Holford & Associates, a very grand
scheme of landscaping has been drawn up, and is
now being laid out in preparation for the opening
of the job which at present is timed for 24th
April. As engineers, we seem to have an auto
matic aversion to architectural details on what is
basically a roads and bridges contract, but it is
very interesting to note that when these details
are finally built we often have to back down
and admit that the finished work really does look
the better for the architect’s decision. [would say
that Woodside 2 will be one of the showpieces in
the rebirth of Glasgow which we are at present
experiencing, and it is only to be hoped that
members of staff from other sites and offices
will have the opportunity to see the completed
job and to judge for themselves.
BOB MCKITTRICK
Woodside 2
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Hong Kong

Tunne’

There are now five tunnel units already placed in
the dredged trench on the harbour bed, with a
further two alongside the fitting out jetty.
Progress both in tube fabrication on land and
concreting at the jetty is going quite well, and
the launch of the last of the 15 units should take
place before the end of the year and its sinking
some eight weeks later. The weather has been
kind to us so far this year with rainfall well
below average. Consequently no delays on this
score have yet occurred. However, the typhoon
season approaches
At the North Approach the North Vent
Building caisson was sunk into position on 3rd
December, 1970, and excavation down the ramp
is virtually complete and construction well in
hand. The Administration Building structure is
also now complete and the finishing trades plus
the E & M installations are beginning to swing
into action. The precasting yard for the tunnel
ceiling slabs which comprises two production
lines complete with travelling cranes and steam
curing equipment came into operation in late
March and work there is now proceeding at a
good pace. In all, some 7,400 slabs will be
required.
The South Approach and Ventilation Building
are being built in the dry inside an earth bund.
After initial problems in sealing and dewatering
the working area, considerable progress is being
made there. Despite the fact that this area was for
many years previously the mooring area for the
yachts and power boats of the Royal Hong Kong
Yacht Club, there have been no reports of
treasure coming to light. Staff associated with the
Yacht Club prophesied that at least a thick
carpet of empty beer cans was certain to exist in
this area!
On the marine side, dredging of the trench is
well advanced across the harbour, and the
screeding of the floor of the trench and placing of
tunnel units goes on now almost as a matter of
routine. The screed and lay barge has lived up to
all expectations with regard to the accuracy not
only of screeding but also of positioning the
tunnel units. The jointing operation between
Units Nos. I and 2 was successfully carried out on
10th April and between Units Nos. 2 and 3 on
15th April. and back-filling over units 1, 2 and 3
is well in hand. Late last year our need for a
diving boat became acute with the result that an
office launch, renamed Seatuniiel was purchased
early in December. The launch, 41 feet long, now
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operates as both diving boat and occasional
transport. On the odd occasions when not
required for work, the launch has been made
available for pleasure use by the staff.

Kai Tak Airport runway extensions. Present at signing
of contract, from left to right, Messrs. R. C. Clarke,
acting director of Public Works; Mr. K. Kano, vice
president, Kumagai Gumi Co. Ltd; G. Chien (standing),
technical secretary, Public Works dept; T. Takenaka,
agent, Kumagai Gumi Co. Lid; S. G. Elliott and W. A.
Maslowioz.

Additions to the staff since the last issue in
clude John Morison and Stan Watkins of FFP
for supervision of the Electrical and Mechanical
Sub-contract. Our filing clerk, Mr. Ling Chi
Hing, took the plunge on 20th March and has
our best wishes for the future for his bride and
himself.
George Brandon and Eric Smith fell foul of the
medical profession over the Christmas period
but are now both happily recovered and back
at work.
We have recently welcomed to the site many
visitors from the London and overseas offices of
the firm including Mr. Measor, Mr. Grace, Mr.
Bowen, Mr. Williams, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Thorp,
Mr. Lindsay, Mr. Hedges, Mr. Prylinski and
Mr. Verran. Mr. Measor was unfortunately
sick for much of his stay in Hong Kong, but
could observe some of our marine activities
from his room at the Mandarin, and we were
glad to see him at the launch of Unit No. 6
before his departure.
PETER KNOWLES

Plover Cove Water Scheme
The raising of the Plover Cove dams and spillway
and the extensions to the treatment works at Sha
Tin (to 175 m.g.d.) and Tai Po Tau pumping

station are now well under way. Robert Armistead
of Binnies has arrived to become R.E. for the

Sha Tin treatment works extension and Anthony
Lau joined him on site as an Assistant R.E.
We were sorry to say farewell to David Coffey
and his family who left the Colony last October
after being presented with a handsome silver
tankard. David has been here with SWKP for
18 years in which there have been big changes
and he will t missed by his many local and
expatriate friends in Hong Kong. David excelled
himself in the sporting life of Hong Kong having
captained the Colony at cricket on numerous
occasions (including the time when he got a
fifty against the Commonwealth side), played
hockey for the Colony, been Colony squash
champion and taken a prominent role in tennis
and golfing activities. On a personal level, no
favour was too much trouble and he was always
full of good advice. We wish him well in his new
job in the U.K.
In January, John Davies (B & P) left us for
Singapore after three years. He was one of Joint
Office’s gay bachelors and had a wide circle of
friends and many interests in Hong Kong. His
successor is Peter Moody (also B & P) who,
together with his charming Dutch wife, Lego,
has quickly settled in. Tijoe Pak Wai has trans
ferred to Joint Office from SWKP to replace
Raymond Wai who is now working on the Kai
Tak airport extension site.
Visitors from England whom we were very
pleased to see and show around included Mr.
Grace, Mr. Ford (Partner of Binnies), John
Dunncanson and Alvin Smith (both also Binnies).
This winter has been fine and sunny: lovely for
hill walks and picnics. At this time too Michael
Guilford can be seen most Sunday mornings
playing hockey racing up and down at wing
either for a league side or the ‘Old and Bold’.
Paul Molyneux (Binnie’s resident partner) is an
enthusiastic yachtsman and races his Dragon
many weekends. The much used City Hall has
had some distinguished concerts recently—
Yehudi Menuhin and Louis Kentner delighted us
not only with their fine music but also with their
great personal charm.
The L.S.O. gave three brilliant virtuoso
evening concerts at the end of their tour to
Russia and the Far East. With all the arrogance
of true amateurs the local Hong Kong orchestra
performed Beethoveils 9th Symphony a week
later and what is more, twice in one day (could
this be a world record?) Contrary to some
expectations the orchestra which includes David
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Wainwright, Richard Gamlen and Basil Bressler
(of Binnies) emerged from this brave venture
with considerable credit.
in this paradise of cheap electrical goods,
Michael Hannah (B & P) has become well known
for his technical critical expertise of such integrity
as to become a sort of walking Which.
This year in Hong Kong sees the start of a
social welfare programme to replace the old dry
ration system, the end of legal concubinage, and
the provision of free, though not compulsory,
education for all Chinese-speaking children.
Many old Plover Cove hands will be interested
to hear that an article entitled ‘Hong Hong’s
Fantastic Reservoir-in-the-Sea, A revolutionary
concept in marine engineering, first tried at
Plover Cove has created a ripple that is being
felt all around the world’ has appeared in both
the Chinese and Canadian editions of Reader’s
Digest. Many familiar faces have re-appeared in
Hong Kong for the Kwai Chung Container
Terminal project where Dragages, Gammon,
Sentab and Nishimatsu are all involved, together
with Lance Dodd, Robin Osborn and Vincent
Chan for SWKP. To complete the familiar
scene ‘Haiphong’ is now busy churning up the
mud on site.
Stanley Elliott has been the President of the
Hong Kong Engineering Society for the current
year and presided at the Annual Dinner of the
Society when the principal guest was the Governor
of Hong Kong, Sir David Trench.

London
In the words of the songwriter ‘Spring will be
a little late this year—certainly the Spring
Number will—because of the postal strike we say.
Whatever the excuse winter has given way to
summer, the Measor Mashie, the President’s
Cricket match and all the delights of the London
(Office) Season are upon us and the central
heating has long since been turned off. Apart
from that, Winsley Street looks much the same.
Well almost. The new plotter has been installed
in the computer section and is visited and gazed
at with the awe usually reserved for a new arrival
at the London Zoo. Is this really the dawn of
mechanical drafting we wonder? Will the day
really come when the washbasins will no longer
be blackened with the pen cleaning operations
of young engineers? A further collapse of the old
standards, Carruthers!
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But for how long. The sharp eyed among you
who gloomily peruse the business pages of the
Sunday papers, may have noticed that a property
development company has bought a site bounded
by Oxford, Winsley, East Castle and Great
Titchfield Streets and is seeking planning per
mission to build a tower block there. Do we
detect a gleam of hope in the eyes of those
Southern Region commuters?
*

*

*

Turning from matters of speculation however,
to matters of fact, we have to record that life
does indeed go on in old Winsley Street as in
other parts of the world. Let us start therefore,
by giving our congratulations to Peter Eckert on
his engagement to Valerie Walden. Following in
the generally assumed order of these events we
also record that Paul Croney and Aliki Roussen
were married down in Cornwall in the merry
month of May. This was followed by a brief
retirement to the Scilly Isles presumably to
comply with convention as we understand that
they intend to take their real honeymoon later
this summer in Greece. We understand that the
language will present no problems for Aliki as
this match will be on the home ground.
*

*
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feels so proud when in Croydon’ his undisputed
connection with the Whitgift Centre was set out.
‘It is something I can show my friends’, he is
reported as saying. At least one of the London
editors feels a twinge of jealousy—after all, apart
from one notable sequence in the film of the
Third Man, sewers are not usually shown to
anyone.
*

*

*

Our congratulations to John

William Kemp on their election to membership
of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
*

*

*

In conclusion we would advise those of you
who have missed his genial presence that Mr.
Moodie has been seriously ill since March, but
is now making a very good recovery indeed. He
hopes to be back in the office by July—indeed
probably by the time that you read these pages.

Bunting and

THE LONDON LIGHTS

Readers will remember the exciting article which was written by Dick Cooper in the last edition of
Pontifact describing the rescue operations of an injured Austrian from within 100 feet of the top of

Mount Kenya, and they may be interested to know that Dick has now been made president of the
Kenya Mountain Club.

Another item of news from the Nairobi office is that Neil Robinson who is an outstanding rugby
player, has been included in a trial match for the Kenya Rugby Football Club and we hope to be
able to report in the next edition that he made the grade.

*

Pauline Hague, the blonde vision that guards
the entrance to Mr. Williams’ office has also
taken the fateful step. She married Geoffrey
Broad early in June. A photograph and account
of the wedding appear elsewhere in this issue.
*

*

*

Very belatedly may we congratulate the
Kingstons on the birth of a daughter last Novem
ber. This event failed to rate a mention in these
pages previously because Roger alleges it happen
ed while he was away on site and he knew
nothing about it! David and Rosalind Hitchings
have produced a male heir, Stephen John, and
John and Anne Sims have added a third to their
collection of sons. On the distaff side the Curtises
and the Hawkinses have both produced daughters
*

*

Flashback to M6 Opening

A rose by any other

/t’Iinister of Transport (to nie,nber of’ S WKP staff):

Things are getting complicated in the Rotunda
due to our Free (sorry, three) Friends, Messrs
FINN FLINT and FITT. Our reporter recalls
the day when a telephone enquirer asked to
speak to Mr. FLIT. Not a little harrassed this
same reporter could only offer the alternatives of
Mr. FLINN or Mr. FINT (if David were more
obese would we launch a campaign for a FITTA
FINNA FLINT?).
What with Forrests, Farthings (not yet
obsolete) and Flatmen it could be argued that
they all possess an initial qualification fitting
them for work in the Roads Section. One can
muse over the possibilities after a recall of our
man in Northern Ireland, one Mr. FINK.
There would definitely then be an excuse for a
KINK in the LINK, don’t you think?

“What were you working on before this
motorway ?“
Staff Member:
“I was working in Hong Kong.”

*

We learn with interest that Clive Burton is
another of the dedicated wine makers and bottlers
as opposed to the rest of us who are merely
dedicated imbibers. We wonder whether his
Chateau Neuf du Tenterden has passed the sharp
palate of Wally Grainger, that national judge of
such vintages. Wally’s prowess in this regard
as well as in dahlia growing was referred to in a
two column article in ‘The Advertiser’ published
in Croydon. Under the headline ‘No wonder he

Minister:
“Would you like to go back there?”
Staff Member’s Iri/’:

“Yes, anywhere to get out of this country.”
Minister:

“Madam, six months ago when my party was
in opposition I would have agreed with you
wholeheartedly, but now I’m afraid T can’t!”

-

-
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Wainwright, Richard Gamlen and Basil Bressler
(of Binnies) emerged from this brave venture
with considerable credit.
in this paradise of cheap electrical goods,
Michael Hannah (B & P) has become well known
for his technical critical expertise of such integrity
as to become a sort of walking Which.
This year in Hong Kong sees the start of a
social welfare programme to replace the old dry
ration system, the end of legal concubinage, and
the provision of free, though not compulsory,
education for all Chinese-speaking children.
Many old Plover Cove hands will be interested
to hear that an article entitled ‘Hong Hong’s
Fantastic Reservoir-in-the-Sea, A revolutionary
concept in marine engineering, first tried at
Plover Cove has created a ripple that is being
felt all around the world’ has appeared in both
the Chinese and Canadian editions of Reader’s
Digest. Many familiar faces have re-appeared in
Hong Kong for the Kwai Chung Container
Terminal project where Dragages, Gammon,
Sentab and Nishimatsu are all involved, together
with Lance Dodd, Robin Osborn and Vincent
Chan for SWKP. To complete the familiar
scene ‘Haiphong’ is now busy churning up the
mud on site.
Stanley Elliott has been the President of the
Hong Kong Engineering Society for the current
year and presided at the Annual Dinner of the
Society when the principal guest was the Governor
of Hong Kong, Sir David Trench.

London
In the words of the songwriter ‘Spring will be
a little late this year—certainly the Spring
Number will—because of the postal strike we say.
Whatever the excuse winter has given way to
summer, the Measor Mashie, the President’s
Cricket match and all the delights of the London
(Office) Season are upon us and the central
heating has long since been turned off. Apart
from that, Winsley Street looks much the same.
Well almost. The new plotter has been installed
in the computer section and is visited and gazed
at with the awe usually reserved for a new arrival
at the London Zoo. Is this really the dawn of
mechanical drafting we wonder? Will the day
really come when the washbasins will no longer
be blackened with the pen cleaning operations
of young engineers? A further collapse of the old
standards, Carruthers!
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But for how long. The sharp eyed among you
who gloomily peruse the business pages of the
Sunday papers, may have noticed that a property
development company has bought a site bounded
by Oxford, Winsley, East Castle and Great
Titchfield Streets and is seeking planning per
mission to build a tower block there. Do we
detect a gleam of hope in the eyes of those
Southern Region commuters?
*

*

*

Turning from matters of speculation however,
to matters of fact, we have to record that life
does indeed go on in old Winsley Street as in
other parts of the world. Let us start therefore,
by giving our congratulations to Peter Eckert on
his engagement to Valerie Walden. Following in
the generally assumed order of these events we
also record that Paul Croney and Aliki Roussen
were married down in Cornwall in the merry
month of May. This was followed by a brief
retirement to the Scilly Isles presumably to
comply with convention as we understand that
they intend to take their real honeymoon later
this summer in Greece. We understand that the
language will present no problems for Aliki as
this match will be on the home ground.
*

*
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first half, we coasted to a 6—8 defeat
. had we
proved our potential and left it at that, or was it
just too much effort to keep running?
For our second attempt we were more
organized, and gained a victory against Travers
Morgan. It was obvious that aggressiveness was
confined to the field, as the two opposing fly
halves travelled to the match in the same car.
Unfortunately our experienced Australian back
row was ill, and so we played a short team.
The highlight of the match occurred when Bob
James scored a try by doing a handstand over
the top of two short opponents. Rumours of a
star serum half from Civils were never realized,
he was needed in Prestatyn! However, Eric
Farrell despite splitting his shorts, in the last
game, performed very well!
Our final game, although a victory, was beset by
troubles, including injuries, last-minute cry-offs,
and transporation problems. However with
eleven of our own men, a volunteer from the club
bar and a member of the opposition, we kicked
off only three-quarters of an hour late to a very
good game. Jeff Tetlow arrived coarse-rugby’
style ten minutes before the end of the game.
We must thank all the other sports clubs for
permitting their valuable players to indulge in
the game, especially after they saw the condition
in which some players arrived at work on
Mondays. Anyone who is interested, should
wait until the beginning of next season and
contact anyone.
.

Club Notes
Badminton Club
Another badminton season has ended, and in
looking back over the season it is hard to imagine
that there have been 25 or so Monday evening
sessions, the rhythm being broken only by the
Dorchester, Christmas, and the power cuts last
December.
The numbers attending this season’s badminton
sessions have been somewhat disappointing. The
unfortunate accident which Maureen Preston
suffered at the beginning of the season may have
made some prospective players doubt their
ability to withstand the physical pressures of the
game, and caused regular players to consult
anxiously the terms of the firm’s life assurance
policy. Nevertheless our stock of players has been
seriously depleted by the lure of new appoint
ments, at home and abroad, and has not been
made good by newcomers.
Lack of members did at least reduce the
Secretary’s task of scouring London for shuttlecocks. These have been becoming increasingly
scarce in recent years and SWKP badminton
players seem to have no equals in the speed
with which they can render a shuttlecock un
playable.
It is satisfying, however, to see that as one or
two players develop a particular effective shot it
is copied by others and that delicacy of touch and
subtlety are gradually becoming at least equal
partners with brute force. We all look forward
to the autumn when the swimmers will leave the
pool and, provided that somebody can remember
how to reassemble the floorboards, badminton
will start again.
MARK STEVENS

Stamp Club
After a period of suspended animation the Stamp
Club has come to life again with the return of the
exiles from site in Hong Kong, Muscat and
Westmorland.

Stockbooks with stamps from the incoming
mail have been circulated steadily by Tsabelle
Burleigh. British New Tssues have been obtained
from the GPO Philatelic Bureau by Barry Curtis
and Derek Verran and First Day Covers by
Beth Bancroft, whilst Arthur White has struggled
with conversions of Malawi tambalas, Hong
Kong dollars and Cyprus mils to £.s.d. and £. np
as he arranged the accounts for stamps from
overseas.
Mr. Hawkey has given a talk and display of
his St. Helena and Antigua collections. At the
last meeting all members displayed some small
facet of their collections resulting in much
interest and a new wave of swapping.
No doubt some members will be compelled to
abandon the stockbook for the lawn mower
during the summer but the Club will continue and
it is hoped to visit the recently enlarged National
Postal Museum in the near future.
Any member of the firm with latent philatelic
interests is asked to contact the Chairman,
William Kemp, or Secretary, Isabelle Burleigh,
for further information.
WILLIAM KEMP

Rugby Football Club
This year sees the successful opening season of a
new club. Starting very late in the season the
club was formed round a core of seasoned rugby
players (4!), and others, many of whom had not
played for several years. This, it appears is
sufficiently long to forget the feeling of wet,
muddy clothes covering numerous scratches and
bruises. However, after watching a few inter
nationals, their interest was roused and names
were collected.
Armed with new shirts, a ball, a whistle but no
referee, (due to illness), we set forth into the
wilds of Orpington. The opposition managed to
pressgang someone to be referee, and the game
started. After a very impressive 6—0 lead in the

.

grateful to Sir William Halcrow & Partners for
getting a team together at rather short notice to
fill the gap. We met at Betchworth Park G.C. on
26 May 71 and we managed a 3—0 win.
The Measor Mashie’ was the next event on the
calendar and the competition was fought out at
the usual venue, the RAC Club, Epsom, and the
28 competitors enjoyed the traditional fine
weather. The winner emerged in the shape of
John Francis, c secondment from Fitzpatricks,

John Francis, winner of this year’s “Measor Mashie”.

Results
v. G. Maunsell and Partners, Lost 6—8.
Tony Russell, 3 pts, Phil Metherell, 3 pts.
v. R. Travers Morgan and Partners, Won 11—0.
Chris Davies 3 pts, John Stamper 3 pts, Bob
James 5 pts.
v. Ove Arup, Won 13—12.
Tony Russell 7 pts, Eric Farrell 6 pts.
En FARRAND

GoLf
The season is upon us once again so I trust the
players within the Firm are endeavouring to
practice more than a little to improve upon our
Won 2, Drawn 2, Lost 2 record of last season.
Fortunately we got off to a fine start. Ove Arup
& Partners, always very much our masters,
withdrew from the first match and we were very

who managed to amass 34 points and so he duly
received the ‘Mashie’ from Mr. E. 0. Measor at
the presentation dinner in the Clubhouse. In
second place came Mike Hill, on secondment
from the Royal Engineers, (haven’t we any golfers
who are actually employed by the Firm!) with
31 points. Mike, who plays off 7, had what he
called a ‘scratchy round’ of 83. Unfortunately I
have to make a correction to the third placing
stated at the dinner as further perusal of the cards,
away from the hub-bub of the 19th hole, revealed
Rod Hockin with 30 points and so he pipped
Nick Finn and Alistair Reid-Thomas both with
29 points. The prize for the highest gross score
was well-earned by Mike Kennedy with
strokes and John Surridge took the prize for the
maximum number of strokes on two nominated
holes with ** strokes!
The ‘Pontifact Putter’ competition attracted
an entry of six cards, rather lower than last year;
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4 cards from the Nairobi Office and 2 from Lagos.
Pat Vulliamy in Lagos came out on top with 37
points and so becomes the first to achieve the
double by winning both the ‘Mashie’ and ‘Putter’.
Many congratulations to Pat. Second and third
places went to Nairobi, N. Robinson with 33
points followed closely by A. Nutt with 32 points.
The fixtures for the rest of the season are listed
below and some will note an additional match.
Higgs & Hill have invited us to visit Wilderness
G.C. and we are looking forward to meeting the
new opposition on a course new to us.
1 July
Kingswood G.C. v. Mott, Hay & Anderson
20 July
Tandridge G.C. v. Preece Cardew & Rider
22 July
St George’s Hill G.C. v. Sir Alexander Gibbs &
Partners
5 August
Wilderness G.C. v. Higgs & Hill
8 September
Tyrells Wood G.C. v. Richard Costain
17 September
Kingswood G.C. v. Binnie & Partners

Squash
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them”. This, suggests the
author of Teach Yourself Squash Rackets should
be your text for the game. He continues with a
warning to resist the temptation to paraphrase it
as “Do him before he does you”. Fortunately all
those who represented the Firm on the court
resisted any such temptation. if one turns back
two or three pages to read the section entitled
‘The Con Man’, it is quite possible to believe
that one or two of our opponents would have
had a little more success had they read this
section. In particular they should have concen
He may
trated on the third paragraph:
begin to look exhausted and distressed between
rallies, and underline the implications with such
comments as ‘[‘m whacked’, ‘That’s me finished’,
or ‘I’m getting too old for this game’
Surely the author must know some of the
SWKP team!
The season, indeed, was as successful as it was
colourful. We came very close to winning the
Cementation Cup League as the results in the
table below illustrate.
“.

.

.

.

Late in March, Richard Costains again invited
4 members of the Club to attend their golf film
evening when the 1970 British Open (remember
the tense play-off between Nicklaus and Sanders)
and The World Match-Play Championship were
shown. As always Costain’s hospitality was
lavish and the evening was obviously enjoyed
by all.

.

One consolation was the fact that we finished
top of the ‘Consultants’ by a wide margin and
were only beaten on points by the one Contractor
in the League. When we played (and beat)
Cementation, they brought two players in a
chauffeur driven car from Cheltenham for the
occasion. (Partners please note that this is not a
hint.)

GRAHAM WALKER
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shaken suddenly found that he had lost the first
game 8—10, the second 0—9 and was losing 0—8 in
the third before he managed to secure another
point. Terry, in fact, had gained 26 points in
succession and won the match with ease. Un
fortunately he ‘had to dash off’ after the game
so we were unable to inspect the wound. None of
us ever saw the scar either. After a subsequent
match at Crystal Palace, a mystified opponent
asked, “Who Ar that fellow who plays No. 2
for you?” Nick, as always, rose to the occasion,
and in his best Marlborough/Oxbridge accent
replied “As a matter of fact, he’s not really one
of us, he’s on secondment from the National
Theatre”.
The friendly matches do not bear reporting.
For the record, we were beaten twice by Glaxo,
O.M.T.s and Shell. The Secretary bears the
blame for this due to his rather over enthusiastic
description of the team to organisations with
resources many times greater than those of the
Firm. However, it prevented us from becoming

The individual player’s results are shown
below.
it would be invidious to isolate ally team
member for particular mention. For instance
Mike Laner’s near perfect record of 11 wins and
one loss is no greater an achievement than Nick
Finn’s six wins and 3 losses, since at No. I he
met some high class players including Mott,
Hay & Anderson’s No. I who plays for Surrey.
Dick Brown, at No 3 was the veteran of the team
and his experience proved valuable to the younger
and somewhat immature (his words) members of
the team.
Terry Keefe’s presence was always a great
boost to the team’s morale. The Secretary
could fill the entire edition of Pontiflict with
‘Tales of Keefe’ but a brief description of his
game with Maunsells will have to suffice. Losing
0—8 in the 1st game, it was obvious to us all that
Terry was going to have to produce that little
extra something which we have come to expect
from him in times of crisis. We were not to be
disappointed for in the very next rally his
opponent caught Terry a slight glancing blow
across his forehead. The Maunsell player’s
pathetic murmurs of apology were greeted with a
hail of abuse as his seemingly mortally wounded
opponent staggered in agony around the court.
It was a full five minutes before Terry was in
any way approachable and eventually with great
reluctance and apparently in considerable pain
he agreed to resume. His opponent, worried and
Position
Played
Result

1

2

Won Lost Won

complacent.

Six Squash Socials were held, and were
extremely well attended, but due to the difficulty
of obtaining court bookings play was normally
restricted to half an hour per person. However,
these were always very enjoyable occasions, the
largest representations normally coming from the
Planning Section and Bridges, thus creating
opportunities for an unprecedented exchange of
information between 4th and 6th floors. For

3
Lost

Won

Lost

Won

League Result
Opponents

SWKP
Match Result

N.Finn
Points

Position

75
73
65
64
57
56
50
38
30
30
27
24
24
22

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
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10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
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Won 5—0
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7
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1
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4 cards from the Nairobi Office and 2 from Lagos.
Pat Vulliamy in Lagos came out on top with 37
points and so becomes the first to achieve the
double by winning both the ‘Mashie’ and ‘Putter’.
Many congratulations to Pat. Second and third
places went to Nairobi, N. Robinson with 33
points followed closely by A. Nutt with 32 points.
The fixtures for the rest of the season are listed
below and some will note an additional match.
Higgs & Hill have invited us to visit Wilderness
G.C. and we are looking forward to meeting the
new opposition on a course new to us.
1 July
Kingswood G.C. v. Mott, Hay & Anderson
20 July
Tandridge G.C. v. Preece Cardew & Rider
22 July
St George’s Hill G.C. v. Sir Alexander Gibbs &
Partners
5 August
Wilderness G.C. v. Higgs & Hill
8 September
Tyrells Wood G.C. v. Richard Costain
17 September
Kingswood G.C. v. Binnie & Partners

Squash
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them”. This, suggests the
author of Teach Yourself Squash Rackets should
be your text for the game. He continues with a
warning to resist the temptation to paraphrase it
as “Do him before he does you”. Fortunately all
those who represented the Firm on the court
resisted any such temptation. if one turns back
two or three pages to read the section entitled
‘The Con Man’, it is quite possible to believe
that one or two of our opponents would have
had a little more success had they read this
section. In particular they should have concen
He may
trated on the third paragraph:
begin to look exhausted and distressed between
rallies, and underline the implications with such
comments as ‘[‘m whacked’, ‘That’s me finished’,
or ‘I’m getting too old for this game’
Surely the author must know some of the
SWKP team!
The season, indeed, was as successful as it was
colourful. We came very close to winning the
Cementation Cup League as the results in the
table below illustrate.
“.

.

.

.

Late in March, Richard Costains again invited
4 members of the Club to attend their golf film
evening when the 1970 British Open (remember
the tense play-off between Nicklaus and Sanders)
and The World Match-Play Championship were
shown. As always Costain’s hospitality was
lavish and the evening was obviously enjoyed
by all.

.

One consolation was the fact that we finished
top of the ‘Consultants’ by a wide margin and
were only beaten on points by the one Contractor
in the League. When we played (and beat)
Cementation, they brought two players in a
chauffeur driven car from Cheltenham for the
occasion. (Partners please note that this is not a
hint.)

GRAHAM WALKER

SUMMER,
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shaken suddenly found that he had lost the first
game 8—10, the second 0—9 and was losing 0—8 in
the third before he managed to secure another
point. Terry, in fact, had gained 26 points in
succession and won the match with ease. Un
fortunately he ‘had to dash off’ after the game
so we were unable to inspect the wound. None of
us ever saw the scar either. After a subsequent
match at Crystal Palace, a mystified opponent
asked, “Who Ar that fellow who plays No. 2
for you?” Nick, as always, rose to the occasion,
and in his best Marlborough/Oxbridge accent
replied “As a matter of fact, he’s not really one
of us, he’s on secondment from the National
Theatre”.
The friendly matches do not bear reporting.
For the record, we were beaten twice by Glaxo,
O.M.T.s and Shell. The Secretary bears the
blame for this due to his rather over enthusiastic
description of the team to organisations with
resources many times greater than those of the
Firm. However, it prevented us from becoming

The individual player’s results are shown
below.
it would be invidious to isolate ally team
member for particular mention. For instance
Mike Laner’s near perfect record of 11 wins and
one loss is no greater an achievement than Nick
Finn’s six wins and 3 losses, since at No. I he
met some high class players including Mott,
Hay & Anderson’s No. I who plays for Surrey.
Dick Brown, at No 3 was the veteran of the team
and his experience proved valuable to the younger
and somewhat immature (his words) members of
the team.
Terry Keefe’s presence was always a great
boost to the team’s morale. The Secretary
could fill the entire edition of Pontiflict with
‘Tales of Keefe’ but a brief description of his
game with Maunsells will have to suffice. Losing
0—8 in the 1st game, it was obvious to us all that
Terry was going to have to produce that little
extra something which we have come to expect
from him in times of crisis. We were not to be
disappointed for in the very next rally his
opponent caught Terry a slight glancing blow
across his forehead. The Maunsell player’s
pathetic murmurs of apology were greeted with a
hail of abuse as his seemingly mortally wounded
opponent staggered in agony around the court.
It was a full five minutes before Terry was in
any way approachable and eventually with great
reluctance and apparently in considerable pain
he agreed to resume. His opponent, worried and
Position
Played
Result

1

2

Won Lost Won

complacent.

Six Squash Socials were held, and were
extremely well attended, but due to the difficulty
of obtaining court bookings play was normally
restricted to half an hour per person. However,
these were always very enjoyable occasions, the
largest representations normally coming from the
Planning Section and Bridges, thus creating
opportunities for an unprecedented exchange of
information between 4th and 6th floors. For

3
Lost

Won

Lost

Won

League Result
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SWKP
Match Result

N.Finn
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Won 5—0
Won 4—1
Won 5—0
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1
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R.Brown

2
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1
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Won

Lost Played Won
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instance, the Bridges section learnt that one
should never take Nick Finn on at squash. in
turn, Planning Section learnt that one should
never try to have the last word in any conversa
tion with Mike Kennedy.
The individual handicap tournament is well
under way. This has produced Dick Brown’s
funniest joke of the season (there werent’ really
very many) when he said “I think I’ll win it
again”.
Lastly, at the conclusion of a very successful
squash season, a sincere thank you to the Partners
for their support and encouragement, from all
who have enjoyed the generous facilities provided.
D. W. FARTHING
Hon. Sec. Squash

Lawn Tennis
We opened the tennis season this year with a
successful tennis social evening at the Roehamp
ton Club. The pending rain and thunder con
tained themselves until late in the evening to
allow uninterrupted play. The players displayed
their skill at tennis and in the subtle forms of
gamesmanship, Roger Kingston and John
Franklin being the foremost exponents of the
latter. Two more tennis social evenings have been
arranged for this season and anyone interested in
banging a ball about on these evenings please
contact the tennis secretary. The Firm also forms
a tennis team to play friendly matches. The
fixtures for the coming season are as follows:
May
6th
13th
20th
27th
June
3rd
10th
17th
24th
July
1st
8th
15th
22nd
29th

Tennis Social
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Sir William Halcrow & Partners
Ove Arup & Partners
Sir Robert McAlpine
Tennis Social
Binnie & Partners
Ove Arup & Partners
Binnie & Partners
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Sir William Halcrow & Partners
Tennis Social

Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

Courts will be booked every Thursday at
Maida Vale for anyone who wishes to play. The
ladies have been rather subdued on the tennis

front in recent years. We would like to encourage
any young lady who has ever held a tennis
racquet or who has any aspirations to do so, to
play at our tennis evenings and improve the
scenery on the courts.
The Intersection Tennis Competition will get
under way in June and the semi-finals and finals
will be played at the tennis social evening on
29th July.
F. R. FARRELL
Tennis Secretary

Cricket

1971

The 1971 cricket season has started and much
to the delight of the players in the Firm, metrica
tion does not appear to have stamped its mark
upon the game. Indeed just the thought of using
five stumps and bowling ten ball overs on twenty
metre long wickets would be sufficient to stop
most people from playing. I have been surprised
by the way the press have highlighted the influx
of foreign players into county cricket and at one
time seriously considered writing to one of the
dailies to explain that the S.W.K. & P. team had
been doing the same for a number of years.
Although our team is verycosniopolitan, it works in
closeharmony; I know that ourAustralian bowlers
have threatened to report Ron Chapman to the
Race Relations Board for discrimination when
he has taken them off after five overs but the
threat has never niaterialised. Could it be because
the following bowlers usually come from some
other part of the Commonwealth? So if there is
anybody who enjoys a game of cricket and also
feels that he would like to escape to a world which
still uses imperial units or perhaps feels that he
should do something to cement racial unity then
please get in touch with me, I can offer a unique
opportunity.
For newcomers I should like to explain that
the majority of our matches are played at Long
Ditton and the evening matches are limited to
20 overs batting for each team. For these matches
skill, although of course useful, is not essential
and all lovers of the game are welcome to take
part. For our afternoon match with the Leopards
we do, however, pick the strongest eleven
possible. The highlight of the season is the Presi
dent’s Match in which two teams froni within the
Firm play each other. Our President and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey, invite all members of the
staff to bring their families or girl/boy friends
along to watch the match and upon its comple
tion to attend a Summer Social in the Clubhouse.
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This occasion, famous for its strawberry tarts,
has proved to be a very popular evening and
although this event has past for this year, I urge
you in the future, to keep that particular evening
free.
To date we have not had much luck with the
weather and have only managed to play three of
our first five fixtures. What has made it even more
disappointing is the fact that the bad weather
occurred on the day of the President’s Match and
completely washed out the cricket. Before giving
a brief description of this event and our other
matches I should like to thank Ron Chapman
for agreeing to captain the side and to wish him
the best of luck for the season.
Practice Match
Insufficient people attended to hold a match
so a single wicket competition was held. D. Weller
proved a worthy winner.
W. S. Atkins & Pts. 1’. S.W.K. & P.
No play due to rain.
Travers Morgan & Pts.
llOfor5

S.W.K. & P.
l09for5
A. Clarke 28
N. Finn 29
P. Eckert was captain for this match and having
won the toss elected to bat. A. Clarke and N. Finn
opened the batting and shared in an opening
stand of 61. Encouraged by this good start the
middle order batsrnen also scored steadily and we
completed our twenty overs with a reasonable
total. J. Greenfield and D. Weller opened the
bowling and our hopes soared when the first
wicket fell with only one run on the board. The
opposition, however, had one batsman (he
finally scored 75 not Out) who decided the game
was far from over and hitting boldly helped his
side to reach 58 for 4. K. Hackney and P.
Margesson replaced the opening bowlers and
the run rate dropped slightly. A few overs later
the game was such that victory could have gone
either way, eventually Travers Morgan laid
claim to it, scoring the winning shot with only
three balls left.
1’.

President’s Match
Although the niatch between the Senior
Citizens and The Younger Generation was rained
off the Summer Social took place in the Club
house. A darts match was arranged between the
two teams and the Senior Citizens were the
champions. The Bridges Section then threw out

a challenge to any group who considered them
selves worthy opponents. An ad hoc’ side named
The Smoothies took up the challenge and
eventually turned out to be the winners. I should
like to thank Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey for holding
this event. It was enjoyed immensely by all who
attended. Thank you also to Jackie Warner,
Pauline Brood, Pam Davey and Doreen
Richardson for acting as hostesses.
Charing Cross Hospital
95for2

S.W.K. & P.
89for9
R. Chapman 26
Charing Cross Hospital opened the batting
and scored very slowly off D. Weller and J.
Greenfleld who only conceded 30 runs off the
first 12 overs. Realising their low score they then
started to pile on the pressure and our change
bowlers took some heavy punishment. Our first
three batsmen gave us an encouraging start by
taking the score to 60 for 3 and we thought we
were due for an easy victory. The middle order
batsmen however, were right out of touch and the
score went to 67 for 8 before D. Weller and
P. Disney came together. This pair took the
score to 89 before time ran out.
D. R. HITCI-IINGS
1-Ion. Cricket Secretary
1’.

Football Club
The firm’s football team entered 1971 with an
unbeaten record and a new set of shirts both of
which were to become somewhat tattered. After
the initial success of a 1—0 win over Taff’s Well
FC, Geoff French left for Botswana and his
absence, or rather the absence of his rugby boots,
was sadly evident in the subsequent game against
Chingstowe FC, SWKP losing 1—4 after having
led 1—0 at half-time. It is also perhaps not
insignificant that our centre-forward Mike
Kennedy left the field at half-time to be replaced
by Jeff Tetlow who, although striving manfully
to cripple the opposition, failed miserably. The
scapegoat for this catastrophe however was later
officially named as the goalkeeper Keith Hackney
who played at centre-forward in the next game
against Mowlem’s from which position he pro
ceeded to show that he was equally adept at
missing goals as at conceding them, the result
being a 1—2 defeat. Drastic measures were now
in order and Ron Rakusen came into a weakened
side against Bowman & Weber. At half-time he
was heard to say “L would be enjoying this if my
feet didn’t hurt so much”. In the second half
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instance, the Bridges section learnt that one
should never take Nick Finn on at squash. in
turn, Planning Section learnt that one should
never try to have the last word in any conversa
tion with Mike Kennedy.
The individual handicap tournament is well
under way. This has produced Dick Brown’s
funniest joke of the season (there werent’ really
very many) when he said “I think I’ll win it
again”.
Lastly, at the conclusion of a very successful
squash season, a sincere thank you to the Partners
for their support and encouragement, from all
who have enjoyed the generous facilities provided.
D. W. FARTHING
Hon. Sec. Squash

Lawn Tennis
We opened the tennis season this year with a
successful tennis social evening at the Roehamp
ton Club. The pending rain and thunder con
tained themselves until late in the evening to
allow uninterrupted play. The players displayed
their skill at tennis and in the subtle forms of
gamesmanship, Roger Kingston and John
Franklin being the foremost exponents of the
latter. Two more tennis social evenings have been
arranged for this season and anyone interested in
banging a ball about on these evenings please
contact the tennis secretary. The Firm also forms
a tennis team to play friendly matches. The
fixtures for the coming season are as follows:
May
6th
13th
20th
27th
June
3rd
10th
17th
24th
July
1st
8th
15th
22nd
29th

Tennis Social
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Sir William Halcrow & Partners
Ove Arup & Partners
Sir Robert McAlpine
Tennis Social
Binnie & Partners
Ove Arup & Partners
Binnie & Partners
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Sir William Halcrow & Partners
Tennis Social

Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

Courts will be booked every Thursday at
Maida Vale for anyone who wishes to play. The
ladies have been rather subdued on the tennis

front in recent years. We would like to encourage
any young lady who has ever held a tennis
racquet or who has any aspirations to do so, to
play at our tennis evenings and improve the
scenery on the courts.
The Intersection Tennis Competition will get
under way in June and the semi-finals and finals
will be played at the tennis social evening on
29th July.
F. R. FARRELL
Tennis Secretary

Cricket

1971

The 1971 cricket season has started and much
to the delight of the players in the Firm, metrica
tion does not appear to have stamped its mark
upon the game. Indeed just the thought of using
five stumps and bowling ten ball overs on twenty
metre long wickets would be sufficient to stop
most people from playing. I have been surprised
by the way the press have highlighted the influx
of foreign players into county cricket and at one
time seriously considered writing to one of the
dailies to explain that the S.W.K. & P. team had
been doing the same for a number of years.
Although our team is verycosniopolitan, it works in
closeharmony; I know that ourAustralian bowlers
have threatened to report Ron Chapman to the
Race Relations Board for discrimination when
he has taken them off after five overs but the
threat has never niaterialised. Could it be because
the following bowlers usually come from some
other part of the Commonwealth? So if there is
anybody who enjoys a game of cricket and also
feels that he would like to escape to a world which
still uses imperial units or perhaps feels that he
should do something to cement racial unity then
please get in touch with me, I can offer a unique
opportunity.
For newcomers I should like to explain that
the majority of our matches are played at Long
Ditton and the evening matches are limited to
20 overs batting for each team. For these matches
skill, although of course useful, is not essential
and all lovers of the game are welcome to take
part. For our afternoon match with the Leopards
we do, however, pick the strongest eleven
possible. The highlight of the season is the Presi
dent’s Match in which two teams froni within the
Firm play each other. Our President and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey, invite all members of the
staff to bring their families or girl/boy friends
along to watch the match and upon its comple
tion to attend a Summer Social in the Clubhouse.
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This occasion, famous for its strawberry tarts,
has proved to be a very popular evening and
although this event has past for this year, I urge
you in the future, to keep that particular evening
free.
To date we have not had much luck with the
weather and have only managed to play three of
our first five fixtures. What has made it even more
disappointing is the fact that the bad weather
occurred on the day of the President’s Match and
completely washed out the cricket. Before giving
a brief description of this event and our other
matches I should like to thank Ron Chapman
for agreeing to captain the side and to wish him
the best of luck for the season.
Practice Match
Insufficient people attended to hold a match
so a single wicket competition was held. D. Weller
proved a worthy winner.
W. S. Atkins & Pts. 1’. S.W.K. & P.
No play due to rain.
Travers Morgan & Pts.
llOfor5

S.W.K. & P.
l09for5
A. Clarke 28
N. Finn 29
P. Eckert was captain for this match and having
won the toss elected to bat. A. Clarke and N. Finn
opened the batting and shared in an opening
stand of 61. Encouraged by this good start the
middle order batsrnen also scored steadily and we
completed our twenty overs with a reasonable
total. J. Greenfield and D. Weller opened the
bowling and our hopes soared when the first
wicket fell with only one run on the board. The
opposition, however, had one batsman (he
finally scored 75 not Out) who decided the game
was far from over and hitting boldly helped his
side to reach 58 for 4. K. Hackney and P.
Margesson replaced the opening bowlers and
the run rate dropped slightly. A few overs later
the game was such that victory could have gone
either way, eventually Travers Morgan laid
claim to it, scoring the winning shot with only
three balls left.
1’.

President’s Match
Although the niatch between the Senior
Citizens and The Younger Generation was rained
off the Summer Social took place in the Club
house. A darts match was arranged between the
two teams and the Senior Citizens were the
champions. The Bridges Section then threw out

a challenge to any group who considered them
selves worthy opponents. An ad hoc’ side named
The Smoothies took up the challenge and
eventually turned out to be the winners. I should
like to thank Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey for holding
this event. It was enjoyed immensely by all who
attended. Thank you also to Jackie Warner,
Pauline Brood, Pam Davey and Doreen
Richardson for acting as hostesses.
Charing Cross Hospital
95for2

S.W.K. & P.
89for9
R. Chapman 26
Charing Cross Hospital opened the batting
and scored very slowly off D. Weller and J.
Greenfleld who only conceded 30 runs off the
first 12 overs. Realising their low score they then
started to pile on the pressure and our change
bowlers took some heavy punishment. Our first
three batsmen gave us an encouraging start by
taking the score to 60 for 3 and we thought we
were due for an easy victory. The middle order
batsmen however, were right out of touch and the
score went to 67 for 8 before D. Weller and
P. Disney came together. This pair took the
score to 89 before time ran out.
D. R. HITCI-IINGS
1-Ion. Cricket Secretary
1’.

Football Club
The firm’s football team entered 1971 with an
unbeaten record and a new set of shirts both of
which were to become somewhat tattered. After
the initial success of a 1—0 win over Taff’s Well
FC, Geoff French left for Botswana and his
absence, or rather the absence of his rugby boots,
was sadly evident in the subsequent game against
Chingstowe FC, SWKP losing 1—4 after having
led 1—0 at half-time. It is also perhaps not
insignificant that our centre-forward Mike
Kennedy left the field at half-time to be replaced
by Jeff Tetlow who, although striving manfully
to cripple the opposition, failed miserably. The
scapegoat for this catastrophe however was later
officially named as the goalkeeper Keith Hackney
who played at centre-forward in the next game
against Mowlem’s from which position he pro
ceeded to show that he was equally adept at
missing goals as at conceding them, the result
being a 1—2 defeat. Drastic measures were now
in order and Ron Rakusen came into a weakened
side against Bowman & Weber. At half-time he
was heard to say “L would be enjoying this if my
feet didn’t hurt so much”. In the second half
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his feet presumably ceased to trouble him as he
proceeded to enjoy himself by scoring a truly
magnificent own-goal which consigned us to our
third consecutive defeat, 2—3.
By this stage of the season our reputation as a
team which above all else put entertainment first
had evidently spread and we attracted our largest
crowd of the season for the game against Coodes.
The two spectators were rewarded by an 8—I win,
one of our goals being scored by the goalkeeper
as a result of a sortie down the right-wing. This
development has the great advantage of taking
the opposition completely by surprise. Unfortu
nately in our next game against Mowlem’s we
discovered that it is inadvisable and indeed
extremely dangerous to lose possession of the
ball while executing this exciting manceuvre and
we have accordingly had to adopt even more
robust methods than is normally our usual
practice in order to retrieve the ball once lost.
This approach was not entirely appreciated by
Bowman & Weber in our second meeting and
they were somewhat disconcerted to be losing
3—0 at half-time. Despite some dissention in our
own camp in the second half we held on to win
4—2.
The match against Travers Morgan was
played on a Thursday evening after work and
this perhaps accounts for it being one of our
better performances of the season in that no one
was suffering from the after-effects of a Saturday
night as in our normal Sunday morning games.
The result was a 1—1 draw and after we had
failed to take advantage of our own scoring
chances Steve Bowering must be congratulated
on his goalkeeping which restricted the opposition
to a single goal. The victory in our final game of
the season against Coodes was celebrated in
advance by certain members of the team, but
nevertheless the game was won 4—0 despite the
loss of Terry Keefe early in the first half due to
legitimate injury.

Results

17.1.71

v.

3 1.1.71

v.

21.2.71

v.

14.3.71

v.

21 .3.71

v.

Taff’s Well FC
Won 1—0
Chingstowe FC
Lost 1—4
Mowlem’s
Lost 1—2
Bowman & Weber
Lost 2—3
Coodes

h.t. 0—0
h.t. 1—0
h.t. 0—2
h.t. 1—2

Won 8—1 h.t. 2—0

v.

14.4.71
18.4.71

i’.

29.4.71

v.

2.5.71

v.
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Mowlem’s
Lost 2—4
Bowman & Weber
Won 4—2
Travers Morgan
Drew 1—1
Coodes
Won 4—0

As for the Committee—well, this year’s shuffle
produced Tony Williams as Chairman, David
Smith as Secretary and Cohn Smith as Treasurer.
Jim Ambridge continues to look after dark room
bookings while Beth Bancroft, David King,
Serge Turceninoff and David Lyon complete the
pack.
Club activities since the last edition of Pontifact
fall under two main headings:

h.t. 0—2
h.t. 3—0
h.t. 1—0
h.t. 1—0

t
Football Team
Disney, Kennedy, Keefe, Mawer, Tetlow, Hackney,
Weller,
Farrell, Laner, Bowering, Surridge, Wright.

The Team Secretary would like to hear from
any member of the firm who would like to play
or referee next season. During the summer
practice matches are arranged in Regents Park
after work and anyone who would like to come
along will be most welcome.

1. Competitions
There have been two colour transparency, one
black and white print and one colour print
competition since December. Notes and
details of the results are given below.
(a) Black and White Print Competition
Judged by those present at the meeting
(I) Open
1st Tony Williams
2nd Cohn Smith
(2) Autumn
1st Les Hayler
2nd Cohn Smith
(b) Colour Print Competition
Judged by Joe Lindsay and Tony Williams
prior to the meeting
1st Cohn Smith
2nd John Greenfield
3rd Joan Sigrist

Camera

mt.

telephone 205

Club

The Annual General Meeting of the Club was
held on the 30th April, 1971. In his Presidential
address Mr. Sang, President of the Club since its
formation, resigned, while at the same time
commending to us Mr. Lindsay as his successor.
We regret the departure of Mr. Sang from
Presidential office and would like to take this
opportunity of thanking him for his service to
the Club over the years. Kis willingness to
maintain a connection with the Club as VicePresident was accepted unanimously.
To Mr. Lindsay we extend a warm welcome.
We know from his interest in photography and
recent participation in Club activities that he
will be a most acceptable President.

(c) Informal Open Colour Transparency
Competition
Judged by those present at the meeting
1st Joan Sigrist
2nd Bob Cambridge
David Lyon
(d) Colour Transparency Conipe titian
Preliminary judging by Beth Bancroft,
Vodek Pfylinski and Steve Oliver prior to
the meeting. Final judging by those present
the meeting
(1) Fashion
1st Joan Sigrist
(2) Landscapes
1st Tony Williams
2nd Joan Sigrist
Several of the winning transparencies are
shown elsewhere in the magazine. We regret
that monochrome reproduction does not
do justice to slides.
2 Travelogues
These proved a great crowd puller, and our
speakers, Zac Matthews, Jimmy James, Tony
Williams and John Greenfield must have been
gratified to see Conference Room A packed to
capacity on each occasion. Our thanks are
due to them all for sparing the time to prepare
and show us their slides.
For many people, myself included, the time
for taking photographs has arrived. That camera
we put in the cupboard or drawer after last
summer’s holidays will be unearthed, checked to
see if it still contains a film, then packed away
between towels, shirts etc. ready for its annual
outing. No doubt comments such as “we must
try and finish the film off this year, dear” will be
made, and rightly so. Why not finish off that
film, and another, then enter the best pictures in
one of our forthcoming competitions, details of
which are given below:

S. H. MAWER, Team Secretary

D.O.2.
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4th October, 1971
Bernard Ranger Trophy
Colour Transparency Competition
(a) Open (b) London (c) Trees
Old Leigh Harbour. November 1964
Colour print competition, Cohn Smith

24th November, 1971
Black and White Print Competition
(a) Open (b) Reflections
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9th February, 1972
Colour Print Competition
Open Section ONLY
15th March, 1972
Black and White Print Competition
(a) Open (b) Babies under Three
5th April, 1972
Informal Open
Colour Transparency Competition

I
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Note:

Weddings

Black and White prints must be 6+” X 4”
minimum to lO”x8” maximum, mounted on
card.
Colour Prints must be ‘N’ print minimum, to
10” >< 8” maximum, mounted.
Finally, from all members, a vote of thanks to
the Partners for their continued support and
provision of Dark Room facilities for the Club.

26th April, 1972
Annual General Meeting

Air. and Atr. Gcoflrc Broad
Yet another Partner’s Secretary hits the dust!
Six months to the day (June 5th) after Hazel
entered the state of marital bliss, Pauline Hague
became Mrs. Geoffrey Broad at Kingston
Register Office.
They celebrated afterwards with family and
friends at the Richmond Gate Hotel, and later
flew to the Emerald Isle for a brief honeymoon.
We all wish Pauline and Geoffrey every happi
ness in the future.

DAVID LYON

Fashion, Joan Sigrist

Air. & AIrS.
Informal open, Joan Sigrist

Jo/in

‘ca/c

Looking again at this charming photograph, I
feel it is not necessary to describe too closely how
lovely our colleague looked on her wedding day.
The bright December day added the right
dimension to this happy occasion and the moving
church service at St. Stephen with St. John was
an inspiration to us all! The reception was held
at St. Ermine’s Hotel, where relatives and friends
were pleased to gather to wish the Bride anti
Groom a long and happy life together. Hazel
and John chose Scotland for their honeymoon—
and since I have no wish to upset the Scots among
us—what better place indeed!!
DOREEN

Landscapes, Tony Williams

E.

RICHARDSON
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Overseas

Staff Notes
New Appointments
London Office

Miss H. Brooks
P. D. Brown
D. J. Chambers (on secondment from Costain Civil Engineering Ltd.)
P. S. Disney
R. Galvin
S. Godfrey
Capt. P. M. Hill (on secondment from Royal Engineers, Chatham)
Mrs. B. Jones (rejoined)
N. Kennedy (rejoined)
T. R. Knott
K. M. Lai (rejoined)
Miss P. A. Lester
C. J. McKenna
D. G. Nash
Miss M. A. Mills
P. Morrison
R. P. Owen (on secondment from Costain Civil Engineering Ltd.)
S. Peerless
M. J. Portis
J. I. Rana (on secondment from Indus Associated Consultants, Karachi)
P. D. Smith (joined SWKP staff after being with us on secondment)
N. Voskeridjian
Miss S. L. Walker
W. J. D. Walter (on secondment from Cementation Co. Ltd.)
T. L. Ware
Glasgow Office

Miss M. A. Armstrong
Mrs. I. Clark
Miss P. V. Coyle
G. I. McKenzie
R. D. McLean
C. J. Marsh
W. R. Shaw (on secondment from Tarmac Construction Ltd.)
G. Young
Site

N. Kennedy (rejoined)
J. T. Merriden

R. S. Coiquhoun—Soils Engineer on Lagos/Ibadan Motorway Design Team
L. J. Jardine—Measurement Engineer, Brunei Airport
J. R. Lawrence—R. E., Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok
W. McRae—l.O.W., Kai Tak Extension, Hong Kong
E. M. Melville—R.E., Water Resources Investigation, Oman
D. B. Slater—S.A.R.E., Kai Tak Extension, Hong Kong
T. D. Raikes—R.E. Lagos-Ilorin Rehabilitation, Nigeria (formerly with SWKP in Jordan)
G. R. Thomas—A.E.(C), on Lagos-lbadan Motorway Design Team (rejoining Nigerian Partnership)
Overseas Staff Returning to U.K.
A. N. Birch—M6 (cx Ghana Roads Study)
M. F. Britnell—London Office (ex Kenya)
R. D. Burley—London Office (cx Kenya)
P. B. Holland—London Office (ex East Pakistan Transport Survey)
J. R. Lane—London Office (ex East Pakistan Transport Survey)
G. H. Little—M6 (ex Muscat)
D. H. Newell—London Office (cx East Pakistan Transport Survey)
A. V. Reid-Thomas—London Office (ex Grenada)
G. F. Russ—London Office (ex East Pakistan Transport Survey)
M. B. Shalders—London Office (cx East Pakistan Transport Survey)
A. J. C. Small—London Office (cx Karachi)
P. D. Smith—London Office (ex Grenada)
W. E. Streeten—London Office (cx Hong Kong Cross-Harbour Tunnel)
A. J. Strongman—London Office (ex Mombasa)
J. H. Swift—London Office (cx Hong Kong)
Movements of Staff Overseas
A. N. Birch—Traffic Engineer, Ghana Roads Study (ex London)
A. Calzetti—Highway Engineer, Ghana Roads Study (ex Nigeria)
P. Christopher—RE. Container Terminal Hong Kong (cx British Honduras)
M. R. Clapham—Roads Engineer, Northern Nigeria Road Study (ex M6)
R. A. Denton-Cox—S.A.R.E. Container Terminal Hong Kong (cx Muscat)
L. S. Dodd—C.R.E. Container Terminal Hong Kong (cx M6)
T. E. Farrand—A.R.E. Sea Road, Muscat (ex London)
P. A. S. Ferguson—Soils Engineer, Kenya Office (ex London)
G. H. French—Civil Engineer, Botswana Planning Study (ex London)
W. D. Grant—Soils Engineer, Ghana Roads Study (cx M6)
P. B. Holland—Traffic Engineer, E. Pakistan Transport Survey (ex London)
C. Hudson—I.O.W. Container Terminal Hong Kong (cx M6)
K. B. C. Jererniah—A.U.A. Kaduna Office (ex London)
J. R. Lane—General Engineer, E. Pakistan Transport Survey (cx BEA site)
N. M. Mackay—-Project Engineer, Nanyuki Airport, Kenya (ex M6)
J. S. McNee—Senior Engineer, lbadan Office Nigeria (ex M6)
F. S. Matthews—Civil Engineer, Botswana Planning Study (ex London)
D. H. Newell—Senior Representative Lilongwe Capital City Development Project, Malawi (cx London)
A. D. K. Nutt—A.E.(C) Kenya Office (cx M6)
T. J. Ottway—A.R.E. Asitan Institute of Technology, Bangkok (ex London)
M. B. Shalders—Highway Engineer, E. Pakistan Transport Survey (cx London)
T. J. E. Sinclair—Assistant Engineer, Kenya Office (ex M6)
T. E. Vaughan—D.C.R.E, Apapa Road/Ijora Causeway, Nigeria (cx Woodside site)
R. J. K. Viapree—Project Engineer, Ghana Roads Study (cx Nigeria)
F. W. Ward—l.O.W. Gusau Water Supply Scheme, Nigeria (cx M6)
M. H. Wiseman—Highway Engineer, Ghana Roads Study (cx London)
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Movements of Staff in U.K.
From
R. A. Ballard
M. P. Chester
P. B. Clark
P. E. Eckert
W. H. Holmes
R. H. Kingston
J. P. McCafferty
B. R. McKenna
M. E. Trigg
P. F. Whatling

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

London Office
Secondment to Costain Civil Engineering Ltd.
London Office
Secondment to Costain Civil Engineering Ltd.
ICE Gloucester
London Office
Gwent County Hall
London Office
London Office
Glasgow Office
John Mowlem & Co., Ltd
London Office
Glasgow Office
Woodside 11
Glasgow Office
London Office
BEA Engineering Base
London Office
John Mowlem & Co., Ltd
London Office
...

...

...

To

..,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Editorial
his edition started hfe in the early Spring,
looked like becoming the Spring/Summer
edition, and has finally become the Summer
edition—if Summer happens here, that is! At the
time of writing these notes London has received
a week of almost uninterrupted rain and drizzle—
‘Flaming June’ has really been extinguished.
The magazine has an historic flavour about it
this time. Not a bad thing possibly in our present
age to reflect, even briefly, on events and skills
of the past. The excavation at Old Amathus
seems a little sad, whereas we are sure that Joan
Sigrist’s article will bring many of us to our
knees before long. We are sorry to say that this
article has to be Joan’s ‘swan song’ as far as
Pontifl,ct is concerned as she is soon returning to

her native land. Our thanks and best wishes go
with her. We are, however, glad that this does
not also apply in Tom Vaughan’s case and we
hope to persuade him to write some more for us
on Old Time Scottish Engineering.
Of the Editors, we must report that George

Lobb is leaving the team of London Editors after
this issue. We should like to thank George for
all his help, especially with the camera,
and we hope that we can encourage him
to continue his association with Po,itifict.
We should also like to say a special thank
you to Dick Brown for his excellent cartoons
which he has drawn for us over the past
half dozen or so issues. The cartoon in this issue
was not sponsored in any way by the Editors
although we hope it brings to many a smile—
and a twinge of conscience.
As always we should like to thank everyone
who has contributed articles, notes, cartoons and
photographs, and all the ‘hidden’ people who
have helped with typing, posting and subediting.
To end we wish all readers a very warm and
pleasant Summer.
Mavis Johnson
George Lobb
Geoffrey Moore
Stephen Oliver
Roland Pilcher
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